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G T AUDIO
SPECIALISES IN THE SERVICE AND RESTORATION OF CLASSIC AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Classic Valve equipment carefully serviced or sympathetically restored will
provide many more years of listening pleasure. Using the finest
components available and assembled with meticulous precision our
restorations will leave you amazed at the
improvement in performance you
will hear. Shown is a restored
QUAD II which was re-finished to the customers requested specification. We are now
offering a re-finishing service
to all QUAD II owners. All our
restorations carry a two year
parts and labour guarantee.
We are now able to offer
a Stereo Decoder worthy
of
partnering
the
famed
Leak Troughline Tuner. The
Decoder can be fitted inside
the tuner or it can be supplied
in a case. An Audiophile
version
has
also
been
produced using "State of the
Art" components to glean every
last ounce of performance from
the Troughline. The Decoder can also
be used with other tuners providing they have
an MPX output. A kit version is also available.

Equipment for sale
Matisse Fantasy Line Stage, brand new and boxed, unwanted gift ( list £2300) £ 1500.
Posselt Condor, same as the Albatross but much smaller, made in real wood. 94dB £ 1400.

Pre- Owned Equipment for sale
Matisse Reference pre-amplifier (tweaked PSU), great sound, £ 1000.
Lowther Acoustas, original plywood cabinets, Square frame PM6As with original magnets. Excellent condition, £600.
Williamson main and output transformers ( Stereo set ) vgc, £250.
Mullard 5-20, original main and output transformers (Stereo set), new and boxed. £ 150.

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio

Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Diapason,

GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF, Leak Troughline Tuners, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Posselt,
TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research, Yamamura Churchill Accessories.
WE BUY CLASSIC HiFi, TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL GOOD EXAMPLES
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 (M25/M40) or
20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station
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EDITORIAL
Once again, we welcome HFNIRR readers
to atrip down memory lane with aClassic
HiFi supplement. For No 4, there is
something of aspecial theme; we felt it was
time to pay tribute to the great Stanley
Kelly. Now retired, Stanley has contributed
many inventions and developments to the
world of audio, and was also one of the
founding fathers of HiFi News when it was
launched in 1956. So this Classic HiFi
edition kicks off with aKelly interview and
also includes an example of Stanley's great
ability to provide the most elegant and lucid
explanation of technical matters, writing
about asubject very dear to his heart,
namely pickup cartridges. We also include
Ralph West's review of Stanley Kelly's
milestone ribbon tweeter design. These
form part of what we think (and we hope
you'll agree) is aparticularly fascinating new
selection from the HiFi News archives.
Once again, we've maintained the period
flavour with the advertisements of
contemporary suppliers. Where are they
now, we wonder?
The Editor
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STANLEY KELLY
A long and distinguished career has taken Stanley Kelly
from wartime radar to ground-breaking phono pickups to high-sensitivity speakers.
This interview celebrates the life and work one of the great audio engineers
BY

W

hen Antony Michaelson told
us that he was going to
develop a company exploiting
the philosophies of Stan Kelly, we were
overjoyed. The new company would be
called Kelly Transducers, and it was
launched with ahigh-sensitivity design in
keeping with Stan's long-held belief that
an efficient speaker is a better solution
than apower-hungry one. Stan, after all,
is the only person on earth whose name
has been on the masthead of every issue
of HiFi News & Record Review; and it's
also true to say that Stan's wife Betty
helped finance the launch of the
magazine in 1956. So Iowe Betty
my livelihood...
Antony has also announced
that the original Kelly ribbon
would be updated to meet
modern needs, and will appear
next year in an all-new enclosure,
making the re-emergence of the
Kelly name all that more appropriate.
In fact, it was an earlier reminder of
Stan's work, in 1994, when we learned

KEN

KESSLER

of an enthuslast re- manufacturing
replacement ribbons for older Kelly ( and
Decca) drivers, that inspired an interview
with Stan, which we're reproducing here
in this edition of Classic
The formation of anew company with
the Kelly name is something Stan's
admirers have longed for over the

The Kelly ribbon tweeter. Replacement ribbon
elements are still available
4

years. A lot of individuals have founded
audio companies which bear their names;
fewer are those whose name has come to
stand for a specific product. Audiophiles
still refer to Stan's horn- loaded ribbon
tweeter at the Kelly Ribbon, not the
Decca Ribbon, even though Decca took
over manufacture from an early date.
Stan also can take credit for inventing the
'flipover needle' for budget record players
when 33 1/
3 rpm joined 78rpm.
Now an eighty- something, Stan still
acts as a consultant and maintains the
workshop where he makes his own
prototype drive units for various
manufacturers — including the magnet
assemblies and speaker baskets. The
workshop in his garden is an Aladdin's
Cave, with some desk drawers full of
ancient cartridges, others with, what look
like EMIT tweeters. 'Those? Imade them
myself in 1956.' And when his memory
can't be jogged, his charming wife Betty is
there to fill in names places and dates.
KK: How did you react when you
learned that someone had put the ribbon
element back into production?
SK: Frankly, Ihad no reaction. The
thing is that Iwasn't making it. Decca, or

the people who have taken over Decca
aren't interested in making it.* If he
wants to have abash — good luck to him.
KK: Did you not retain any rights to
the ribbon at all?
SK: Ican't, you see. All patents lapse
after 17 years. The only thing Ihave any
individual title to is my name. If we'd
have taken out a copyright on it, as
distinct from or in addition to the patent,
well, the copyright can last forever. But

KK: Prior to introducing this drive
unit, what ribbons were commercially
available to audio enthusiasts?
SK: There was the QUAD. In
production quite early. It was a much
larger ribbon. But the QUAD was
extremely expensive, and you had to buy
a complete full range system; you
couldn't buy a single ribbon unit
(tweeter). So when Imade the ribbon I
also produced a bass unit for it and a
crossover network... but these were for

we didn't.
the home constructor.
KK: So what can people call this new
KK: Was the home constructor market
ribbon element without your permission?
more important than the assembled-unit
SK: Well, they can't call it a ' Kelly
market in the mid- 1950s?
Ribbon' without my permission, and they
SK: In terms of real hi-fi, yes, because
can't call it a' Decca Ribbon' without
with the exception of QUAD and one or
Decca's permission.
KK: What led you to producing a two others, you couldn't buy a complete
system made up of separate components.
horn-loaded ribbon in the first place?
You had to go to a specialist hi-fi dealer
SK: Iwanted to make a wide range,
high frequency transducer. At that time, I who had arange of amplifiers, arange of
tuners, arange of speakers and hope that
was making — here let me show you...
[SK pulls out a scrapbook which itself he'd got the right combination.
KK: So how was the mass market
would warrant facsimile reproduction.]
being served?
At Cosmocord, where Iwas technical
SK: There was no mass market hi-fi.
director from 1947-1953, we were
Radios, radiograms and record players. If
making
tonearms,
pick-ups
and
you went to aradio shop, you could buy
microphones. That included the first
a radiogram, which was a tuner, record
pick-up ever made to play at 8grams, but
Idesigned it to play at 5g. It became a player and speaker all in one box. And
there was a whole range of those from
standard. These (pointing to the book)
bad-and-indifferent to quite good ones.
were rather more ancient. And these
KK: The enthusiast market to which
featured the first cantilevers. Before that
you were addressing your products —
it was needles; Istarted making sapphire
that was an immediate post-war
tipped rods to use in place of steel
phenomenon or did it not take off until
needles. They were fine for playing
well into the 1950s?
weights of less than 20g. This pick-up, for
SK: There was a hard core of ' hi-fi
example, had aplaying weight of 120g.

enthusiasts' from before the war, with
Donald Aldous (who later worked for HiFi News & Record Review) handling the
information side from before the war.
Percy Wilson was another one, the
technical editor of The Gramophone.
Gilbert Briggs (of Wharfedale) pioneered
the individual loudspeaker drivers, before
the war, one of the first permanent
magnet moving- coil designs. They
developed the hobby from the acoustic
gramophones before the war to the very
crude electronic gramophones immediately before the war. Then everything
went into limbo for the next five years.
Then, after the war with all the
technical developments from military
electronics and the mass-production of
the equipment, it became possible for the
man in the street to buy a good audio
amplifier...
KK: Military surplus?
SK: No, not military surplus. Some of
the manufacturers who were making the
military equipment immediately went
over (to civilian production), they'd got
the technical know-how, the production
facilities to make civilian equipment.
KK: So when you decided to go into
speaker manufacture in the early-to-mid
1950s, there was aready market?
SK: Oh, yes. You see, there were
people like Celestion who'd been
manufacturing pre-war, principally for
the domestic radio market. They had
played with better speakers before the
war but after the war they then had the
technical and commercial facilities to
produce good quality loudspeakers. Of

KK: (
Incredulous) How much?
SK: Four ounces. EMI and Decca
produced their pick-ups at ' round about
40-50 grams. This was for the first LPs. I
then produced the GPIS to play at 8g.
And that meant that the vinyl now had a
reasonable life. Then Iproduced this
unit, the GP20, for 78 and 33 1/3, with
two stylii, one on either side.
KK: Had no-one else thought of that
before? The Americans or the Germans?
SK: No, no. This was afirst.
KK: So how did that idea hit you?
SK: It was obvious. Look, if we started
with atorsion crystal instead of abending
crystal it was quite obvious that if on the
end of the crystal here you put abar at the
back end and pushed it that way it was
twisting the crystal. If you pushed it the
other way, it was also twisting the crystal.
So you put two styli on it. We made alot
of ' em — this was around 1950; Ileft
Cosmocord in 1953. And went on to start
my own company, named Kelly.
And the first thing Imanufactured was
that. [Shows me the original ribbon.] The
RLS-1,3k-20kHz.
*The manufacturer of the replacement ribbon elements
is Mr H Dawson, 16 Copeman Road, Aylsham,
Norwich NR11 6jL. Presence Audio, which has the
licence for the distribution of `Decca' products under the
London name, also supplies replacement ribbons for
Kelly speakers. Presence Audio can also service every
Decca or London cartridge and arm model ever made.
Call 01444 461611 or fax 01444 461510 for details.

Stanley Kelly at work: 'I'm an engineer, not abusinessman'
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Parmeto transformer. Pair ..................... ....... ..... ..... ..... ( 250
ROGERS Cadet Ill
£ 100
LEAK STEREO 20 EXCELLENT
£250
QUAD QCII ..... . ..... ...... ..................................... L40
QUAD 22 Totally rebuilt
LPOA
QUAD 11 pair original valves
£500
Leak stereo 20 + Varislope stereo mainly ACOUSTICAL 1940,
with EL37 pair NB (pre Quad 11!)
offers
Rogers HG88 Ill
L150
AGD 1046 late 1940's, PX4 push pull amp.
pair of monoblocks
£ 1200
QUAD 1
offers/swap
ROGERS JUNIOR singles
150 each
PEE 11125 mint, rebuilt. pair
RICHARDSON monoblocks EL34
WHARFEDALE AIRDALES corner speakers. pair
RADFORD STAI2 no cage
LOWTHER TPI Type Awith NBA
LEAK TL 12-1 original
LEAK TL 10 pair
LOWTHER PM original alnico magnets, serviced. Pair
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QUAD 33 pre-amp
QUAD 33/303 (pair)
LEAK Throughluse Stereo
NAIN 72 pre with MC board

(1000
£500
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£50
£2000
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£300
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£ 100
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RUFIAN DOL 1
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( 1000
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£ 1200
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(350
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C1400
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£400
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(200
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£500
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JR149 pair
L200
Remote control integrated
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SQUAD FMI tuner working
(40
LINN RAMS Active with Tune Box
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THIEL CS 1.2
(550 YAMAHA 01 1000 Tuner Amp • wooden sleeved beaskie 1150
(200 each
BEYER DT 901 headphone new
£ 120 QUAD 34, 44, 405, 306
QUAD ELECTORSTATICS good used pair
£400 VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS with LOWTHER PM2A (2500
MUSICAL
FIDELITY
The
Preamp
(
1980's
one)
£ 100
LINN KEILEIDH spiked floor standing speakers.
L350
Pair with cherry veneer
(400 MERIDIAN 201 PRE
HUI:ROOK Quartets
£375 LINN 11280/SPARK
£650
SOUNDLAB Dynastat 13600 new
only £ 1000 LINN CAIRN with prefix
£900
GRADO PRESTIGE SR80 headphones
£65 MISSION PRE/POWER
L600
NAIM IBC
£450 NUANCE PLENTITUDE French pre-amp
L450
01.11 QUBICS Ooorstanding
£200 ALCHEMIST MAXIM APD 30A
(200
£500 ROTEL RC980BX/RB 120 watts
TDL STUDIO 3serious bass
(350
PARADIGAN Monitor 5floorstanding
(200
NAIM 72/140
(900
REL STENTOR subwoofer
(900
NAKAMICHI 4800 DUAL CAPSTON
L200
CELESTION 51.65
£ 00
MICHEL ARGO HR/HEM
(850
ARUN DELTA 2
£200
MICHEL
ALECTO
monoblocks
(
1500
MERIDIAN ARGENT cost £ 1000 newonly £350 amazing bargain
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000
£ 1000
Wanted
( 1400
PROAC, LS3.5a, Tannoy IS" + 1 REL subs. Sonus Faber, MARANT7 SC22/MA24 Class Amonoblocks
(550
Martin Logan, S.LK., Quad, lonolane, Voigt Energised drivers, ARUM DELTA 110/120 pre/power 100 watts
PS AUDIO PRE/POWER
(350
POE 11525, HiFi Cantata.
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course, this was very much tied up with
the cones. The normal tweeter purchase
for the home constructor, before the
ribbon was introduced, would have been
a little three-inch or four-inch cone with
alittle dust cover (which was your dome,
of course) and these were good for
usually five watts.
You must realise that the sensitivity
was about 85dB for one watt. Yet
because of the limitation in broadcast
frequency range — we're talking about
AM, not FM, everything was on medium
wave — you were limited on the
frequency response and the signal-tonoise ratio. And you were limited in
exactly the same way on 78rpm records.
The speakers were consistent in quality
with the records and broadcasts available
at the time.
And then LP and FM radio came and
triggered each other.
KK: So you came out with a tweeter
good for 3k to 20kHz.
SK: Exactly.
KK: Were you the first to put aribbon in
ahorn?
SK: As far as Iknow. It had a3k-20kHz
signal and Iwanted at least ahalf an octave
on each side; on the high end this
immediately out-performed any voice-coilcum-dome or what-have-you just because of
mass and also because of the limitations on
the magnet.
The neodymium magnet was — well, you
couldn't afford it. You had access to it but it

Right: Stanley Kelly goes back to
the drawing board

Below: Stanley and Betty, who
helped to fund the launch of
HiFi News in 1956

was like buying gold. The magnets in my
speakers are cobalt.I had to keep an eye on
price, even though Iwas going for the best
performance.
KK: The price of the original drive unit
was 12 guineas in 1955 — that's roughly
equivalent to...
SK: Fifty pounds in today's money.
KK: That's still not very expensive, even
by 1950s standards.
SK: Agreed.
KK: How long had you worked on the
ribbon before you produced the first
production version?
SK: Less than ayear. The first problem
was getting an efficient magnet. Ididn't
make many of the first type because, by redesigning the magnet I added another 6dB
to the efficiency. It reduced the magnet's
cost, too. The ribbon, the transformer and
the horn remained constant ever since. The
ribbon itself was an aluminium alloy which
stayed constant, never altered it. The horn
was cast.
ICK: Had you tried other topologies?
SK: Not electrostatic. Ihad two things
against it. It was high impedance. And high

Decca 'scomplete loudspeaker, using the Kelly
Ribbon tweeter

impedance transformers are very difficult to
make because of self-capacitance and things
like that. Then you've got to have polarising
voltages on it and your high voltage
production equipment was very, very costly
compared to amagnet.
KK: So cost ruled out electrostatics?
SK: And simplicity. There's nothing to
go wrong in the ribbon. But if you've got a
high voltage thing with valves in it,
something can go wrong. You need apower
supply for it. Instead of two leads going to
your loudspeaker, you had four.
7

KK: And the existing dynamic tweeters of
the day?
SK: Well, they were domes and if you
had them sufficiently large to give you the
radiation, then you were severely limited on
the high frequency side, and you had all the
resonances of the dome and the suspension
added to it.
It worked well enough so that, during the
peak of production, we were probably
making about 500 drivers per month.
KK: How was Decca involved?
SK: Decca came along and said, ` We
want to use your speaker in our equipment.'
KK: They already had their own line of
loudspeakers?
SK: Oh, yes. So Isaid, ' Yes', and they
said, ' Look, if we make 'em, we can make
them for half the price you can because we
can make four times as many. We'll take
over the manufacture and give you a
royalty.' That was in the early 1960s. All the
manufacturing moved up to their factory in
the Midlands.
Ithen played around with tape recorders,
made microphones, and then moved on to
complete loudspeaker systems. We closed
down Kelly in the middle 1960s, after I'd
had my fill of it.
KK: Did you keep an eye on Decca after
they took over manufacture?
SK: Iwas forbidden to. They didn't say
so in so many words, but when Isaid I'll go
up and see how they were getting on in the
Midlands, they said you bloody well won't.
KK: Se you took their word on the
royalties.
SK: Look, I'm an engineer, not a
businessman. That's the story of my life!
But Iwas happy with Decca's drivers; they
were exactly to spec. There was no way that
you could complain about the quality.
KK: But once they took over, the name
changed to the Decca London?
SK: Yes. It was DeccaKelly originally.
And then Decca London.

Note: this intemiew is taken from conversations
with Stan in November 1992 and September
1994. Parts of this article previously appeared in
adifferent form in Audio magazine, USA

AMERICAN GRAPHITE
For many people, the old Quad ESL is still the only speaker. But what if
atreble panel needs repair? How about doing it yourself...
BY

T

STUART

he original Quad Electrostatic
Loudspeaker, introduced in 1957
and produced until 1985, has
become a legend in the eyes of hi-fi
enthusiasts all around the world.
Listening to a pair in good condition
will almost certainly convince you that you
simply can't live without them, and your
quest will begin to find your own. The
effect is subtle at first, but gradually you
realise that nothing else will do. You will
begin to understand the inevitable fate of
the sailors thrown to the rocks, having
been wooed by the singing of the sirens in
Greek Mythology. The only possible
course of action is to do as Odysseus did,
buy apair and bind yourself to the mast so
that you can listen to the beguiling sounds
without peril! (It will therefore come as no
surprise to reveal that we use them in our
reference system for evaluating the
performance of our amplifiers, so we have
avested interest in ensuring their future!)
Of course, many pairs have been bought
and sold on the secondhand market, but
recent events have made purchasing
second-hand ESLs avery risky business.
The electrically-conductive paint used on
the diaphragms is no longer available,

PERRY

AND

ANDREW

preventing Quad from offering a re-build
service any longer. As there is a high
chance that one or more of the
electrostatic drive elements in the
loudspeakers will have deteriorated over
time and arcing may even have occurred
(electrical breakdown caused by excessive

FLEXIBLE
CHARGED
MEMBRANE

El

[1

PERFORATED
CONDUCTING
PLATES
(STATORS)

AUDIO
SIGNAL
HIGH DC VOLTAGE
Electrostatic principle. The flexible charged
membrane has to be conductive but with ahigh
resistivity
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KING

drive from unsuitable amplifiers), some
servicing and replacement is likely to be
necessary on even the best-looked-after
examples if you want them to perform as
well as the day they were first made. And
believe me, listening to afully refurbished
pair of ESLs will make you understand
why Quad's claim of ` The Closest
Approach to the Original Sound' is
irrefutable.
A little theory is required here to
understand the problem. An electrostatic
loudspeaker works by applying a high
voltage static electrical charge to a very
thin membrane, and suspending it
between fixed plates which are basically
being driven by the audio signal.
Fig 1 shows the basic operating
principle. As the audio signal goes up and
down, the plates will attract and repel the
charged membrane, thus moving the air
on either side of it and therefore making
sound. The beauty of this is that the
membrane is flat, unlike a conventional
loudspeaker cone, and hence there is
virtually no coloration of the sound. [For a
full explanation of Quad ESL operating
principles, see the HFNIRR Classic HiFi
supplement No 1, June 1996, p16.] The

problem is that the membrane needs to be
charged up to avery high voltage (about
6000 volts) and it must not draw any
significant current. Therefore the electrical
resistance of the membrane needs to be
extremely high, such that it will maintain a
static charge but not draw any noticeable
current. Quad achieved this by taking a
very thin insulating material and painting
a very fine coating of electricallyconductive chemical on to it. The
photograph shows an old Quad painted
diaphragm, as removed from an ESL prior
to refurbishment. It is this chemical which
is no longer available.
So, agreat British audio heritage was in
danger of becoming extinct unless a
method could be found of repairing or remaking the drive panels. Quad's legendary
service department has been unable to
supply or repair drive panels for some
time. It recently emerged that a German
company (Quad's distributor, in fact) had
obtained the old diaphragm-stretching jig
from Quad and was coating the diaphragm
membranes with a substitute for the
original paint. As this article went to press,
prototype panels made by the new process
in Germany were being evaluated by
Quad, and we have heard via the Internet
that German panels are now becoming
available, so all may not be lost.
However, there is another solution for
those brave enough ( or maybe just
addicted enough) to embark upon some
fairly serious DIY. When Britain is in
trouble, then what does she normally do?
Yes, you guessed it, look to the good old
US of A for help. All's fair in love, war,
and hi-fi, so it may come as no surprise to
learn that it has taken a Yank to find a
practical solution to the Quad dilemma.
This has led to a hugely eccentric and
enjoyable transatlantic collaboration made
possible only by the wonders of the Web.

Die treble panel Is removed and split by carefully
drilling out the rivets around the edge
Quad lover Sheldon Stokes, from
Hampton, Virginia, has devised an
alternative method of making conductive
diaphragms, and his process has been
brought to England by my friend and
colleague Andrew King, who has
successfully re-built anumber of bass and
treble panels for like-minded friends.
But, if we can't get the conductive paint
any more, what shall we use to make the
membrane hold astatic charge?
The American solution is to rub
graphite powder into the membrane whilst
it is stretched on a wooden frame, and
then clamp this in between the static
plates of the panel. We have tried this

TREBLE PANEL

Internal construction of the speaker. Here the treble panel is hidden by the pad which absorbs rear radiation
process over here, and it really works!
Let's forget about the economics of
making new electrostatic panels by this
process for a moment. The number of
man-hours required to repair just asingle
panel means that the process cannot really
be considered commercially viable, so
don't expect to see 'Ye Olde Quad Repair
Companie' starting up in a hurry.
Wizened craftsmen we may be, charity we
are not. On the other hand, if you have a
pair of ESLs and can't bear the thought of
being without them, then normal
commercial judgements go straight out of
the window and this process might just be
the saving grace.
So, you cry, how is it done? Ishall now
reveal all.
Firstly, it is necessary to dismantle the
loudspeaker and remove the bass and
treble p-anels. The panels are held in
wooden ' picture frames' with adhesive
tape, which must be removed, along with
the dust covers. You are then left with a
bare panel comprising of two perforated
plastic plates sandwiching the conductive
membrane. The whole assembly is held
together with agenerous helping of rivets,
which must be carefully drilled out to
enable the sandwich to be broken down
into its component parts.
Once the panel has been split open, the
old diaphragm can be carefully cut out
with a scalpel. The plastic perforated
plates, known as ' stators' must be
inspected for damage and cleaned as
necessary. The grey paint on the outside
of the stators forms an insulating coat over
the top air conductive strips, and should be
inspected carefully and repaired as
necessary. It is worth checking for HT
leakage at this stage, as the inside of the
panels can become slightly conductive
9

with mould growth over the years. We
apply 6kV to the insulated diaphragm
connection point, and poke around the
surrounding area with our HV probe. If
any voltage is detected (anything less than
about 1000 volts can be ignored) we then
clean the area with iso-propyl alcohol to
remove the offending mould (you won't
be able to see it with the naked eye). If
there is severe contamination, the panels
can actually be washed in the bath and put
out in the sun to dry!
The diaphragm is suspended between
the stators by conductive strips to
distribute the charge evenly. These strips

An old diaphragm, showing the conductive paint
as applied by the factory!
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need to be inspected and repaired with
silver-loaded paint as necessary. Next, a
new diaphragm must be made and coated
with conductive graphite.
The insulating material used for making
the membranes is readily available and has
been used in the transformer industry for
many years. It is aplastic substance known
as Mylar in the ' States and Melinex in the
UK. We use 12 micron sheet, which
comes on aroll, alittle like agiant roll of
cling-film. The price? About £6 per kilo.
which would probably be enough for all
the ESLs ever made!
The Melinex sheet needs to be tightly
stretched so that it will not sag.
Quad did this by hanging weights on
strings attached to the diaphragm with
clips, the whole assembly suspended over
a wooden frame. Our method is to tape
the diaphragm material to awooden frame
and tension it using long bolts. It needs to
be as tight as a drum, so apply as much
pressure as you dare!
Having done this, it is now time to rub
in the graphite powder to make the
membrane conductive. Graphite powder
can be obtained from the local hardware
store; it is used to lubricate locks. A bottle
sufficient to make several diaphragms will
cost around acouple of pounds.
The graphite powder is applied to the
stretched membrane by rubbing it in using
a cotton wool pad. Excess graphite is
washed off with Iso-Propyl Alcohol,
leaving a layer of graphite of about one
molecule thickness. This is sufficient to
carry the charge, and will never deteriorate
as it bonds itself to the membrane and has
virtually no weight. It is necessary to check
the resistivity and this is done with the aid
of adigital multimeter and two pennies!
The rear plastic stator panel can now be
glued back onto the diaphragm whilst it is
still in the stretching jig. When the glue is

Left: rubbing in the graphite.
Surplus is washed off to leave a
microscopic film on the
diaphragm

set, the front stator panel is fixed back in
place. The..rivets are replaced by small
steel nuts, washers and bolts, having first
punctured holes through the diaphragm
using asoldering iron (this seals the edges
of the holes so that they will not tear), and
the whole assembly is fitted back into its
wooden picture frames.
The electrical connections are now remade, et voilà! A new electrostatic panel!
In America this process has been used
successfully for just over a year, and our
own initial results indicate that panels
repaired in this way are just as good as the
original article.

o
Measuring the diaphragm's conductivity after
graphie treatment

• WARNING!
Just one word of warning at this point —
DO
NOT
ATTEMPT
TO
DISMANTLE OR WORK ON AN
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
UNLESS YOU HAVE SUITABLE
EXPERIENCE OF WORKING WITH
HIGH VOLTAGES. The ESL carries
lethal voltages (especially at the output of
the audio transformer, where the power is
derived to drive the stators). The power
supply which provides the charging
voltage ( 6kV, that is 6000 volts) for the
diaphragms REMAINS CHARGED UP
FOR SEVERAL HOURS AFTER
BEING SWITCHED OFF.
One final note, we have learnt alot from
reverse-engineering the ESLs, and had a
lot of fun in the process. Much thanks
goes to Roger Sanders in the USA for
providing the initial inspiration and many
tips along the way. Roger is the DIY ESL
guru responsible for The Electrostatic
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook.

Andrew King with another dead diaphragm!

Resources and contacts:
Web surfers can find further details of this and other Quad ESL mods on Sheldon's
site at http://people.clarkson.eduk-stokessd/quad.html
Beam-Echo can be reached on 01425 278270, fax 01425 276648 or visit the web site at
lutp://www.enterprise.net/beam-echo
Andy King is currently working for Nortel in Maidenhead and can be reached by
email at andrewkinebluesman.demon.co.uk
Roger Sanders' The Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design Cookbook is available
from the HFNIRR Accessories Club . Call 01234 741152.
A stretching jig, using screw tension (rather than
weights as in Quad's original)

Stuart Perry is the managing director of Beam Echo International. He can be
contacted on 01425 278270.
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WO LOGOS MERGED into one, with the word ' Special'
splayed across. Must be something monumental to justify
such attention. Full-colour illustration, the coveted cover spot
—all for l'il ol"Anachrophile' and ' Classical Glass'. We're talking a
return engagement for the Messiah, or apreviously unreleased
Beatle song, or the reformation of the Buffalo Springfield. This is Lou
Grant stuff, Scoop City, hold-the- presses-and- eat-your- hearts- outdear-competitors.
The Radford STA25 valve power amplifier has retlaned.
And we've got the scoop.
Let's put this into perspective, especially for those of you who
neither remember the Radford nor give ahoot about valves, by
giving you The Perfect Analogy: the Radford STA25 going back into
production is akin to British Leyland re- introducing — in 1984— the
MG-TC. Or the Jaguar XK-120. And up to four or five months ago
(yes, Ikept asecret for that long) it seemed just about as likely. The
STA25 disappeared from the pages of the HiFi Yearbook in 1972,
and the odds of it ever coming back were beyond the astronomical.
But that's astory in itself, which requires the standard 'Anachrophile'
preamble if you're to appreciate the importance of this product's
return. Skip the next dozen or so paragraphs if the STA25 is no
stranger to you.
The late 1950s and early 1960s were dark times for the world of
audio, with transistors occupying most designers' thoughts. There
was aprevailing attitude that solid-state devices would soon render
the valve obsolete, though new valve amps would continue to
appear well into the middle years of the coming decade. To quote

Geoffrey Horn, from his review of the STA25 in the December 1965
issue of The Gramophone, '
Anyone might be excused for thinking
that the desirable circuits for valve amplifiers have all been explored
and exploited, and that we have now reached astate of stability if not
of complete finality — particularly now that the transistor is so often
seen looming through the haze on the audio horizon'. ( What Mr.
Horn couldn't have known while making this justification for the
latest Radford effort was that it would still be valid 19 years later in
respect to Messrs. William Johnson, Tim de Paravicini, Roger
Modjeski, and other valve devotees.) Mr. Horn then proceeded to
demolish such beliefs by extolling the virtues of the Radford STA25,
in essence stating that there was still some life left in the valve.
The STA25 Mk. Ill, to give it its full name, was part of afamily of
Radford valve amps that first emerged with the mono MA15, a
15-wafter of high pedigree regarded with great respect. So important
was this concept of ' family' that the company discussed its two
mono and two stereo models in virtually the same breath. While the
STA15 was — literally — apair of MA15s, and the STA25 apair of
mono MA25s, all four units were described as identical in the
performance save for power output. ( Out of respect for the subject at
hand, and an unwillingness to stray from it, Ishall disregard
completely the question of sonic differences between the 15- and
25-watters, having exhausted it in earlier appearances of this
column.)
By the time the Series Ill models appeared, Radford was a

RADFORD
REBORN.

,\SSICAl.G1 ASS

Ken Kessler on the legendary STA 25
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well-known name in hi-fi circles, the speciality of the company being
superb transformers. This naturally leads to Arthur Radford, the
company's namesake, for it was his expertise in transformers that
made Radford valve amps as desirable as they were ... and still are.
Ask anyone, especially the manufacturer of an outputtransformerless valve amplifier to name the Achilles' Heel of tube
designs, and they'll point to the transformer. Arthur Radford, like Tim
de Paravicini after him, looked upon this as an obstacle to overcome
—not as an insurmountable roadblock.
Ihad the good fortune to meet Mr. Radford, who gave me some
background to the development of the monumental Series Ill
amplifiers. While trying to keep my coffee cup from shaking out its
contents ( Iam, after all, avalve groupie, and Itend to get nervous in
the proximity of living legends), Ilearned that hi-fi components — like
racing cars— are abreed that improves due to competition. Mr.
Radford told me that his then- US- importer showed him aDynaco
tube amplifier and said, 'This is what you've got to beat'. In addition
to firing up the enthusiasm of the design team, it led to what must
rank as one of the greatest meetings of minds in audio's history:
Arthur Radford collaborated on transformer design with the great
David Hafler, Dynaco's main man. This, of course, is so much nicer
than having the two at each other's throats, and it's about as close as
we'll ever come to ahi-fi designers' equivalent of LennonMcCartney.
This might explain why Ilove my Radford STA25 and Dynaco
Stereo 70 with equal passion.
Anyway, back to history. The Radford STA25 Mk. Ill emerged as
one of the amplifiers to own in the early-to- mid 1960s, despite
costing £50 at atime when aslightly higher powered Leak valve amp
cost £5less — and five quid then was more like fifty now. But there's a
very good reason for its success, and to understand this, it helps to
look at the three-part feature written by Bailey and Radford for HFN's
June-through-August 1962 issues.
Throughout this epic discussion of the amplifier's design, the
authors focus attention on the boundaries that too many designers
seemed to have accepted, yet going so far as to state in the feature's
closing paragraphs that it was '
anachronistic' to introduce aradically
new valve amp at that late stage. But the reader knows that Radford
addressed certain problems and offered solutions instead of
compromises.
Foremost among these was to use agreater degree of negative
feedback to reduce distortion. Optimising the negative feedback is a
tricky job as it will gradually change to positive at frequency
extremes with aconcomitant loss of stability. Although this wasn't
news to designers of the day, it took Arthur Radford's expertise in
transformer design to give enough open- loop gain at very high and
low frequencies and make the STA25 Mk. Ill's 26dB of negative
feedback viable in acommercially available design. ( Compare this
with the 15dB negative feedback applied to modern valve amplifiers
and you'll find that we haven't come all that far in 20 years ...)
Radford's transformer raised the shunt resonance to beyond
150kHz— far more than the mere octave margin of other transformers
—while Bailey fought off phase shift and oscillation by running a
pentode stage in the first half of the ' long tailed pair' phase splitter,
which stretched the bandwidth from 20kHz to 200kHz. The result was
an unconditionally stable amplifier with 26dB of negative feedback
able to be used over the whole of the audible spectrum.
Radford produced 12,000 STA series amplifiers in what was that
era's high end. Though rated at 25W/8ohms RMS per channel, most
measured 36 watts, and offered drive capability similar to that of
now- lauded, low- powered ( spec-wise) amplifiers of the NAIT/Rotel
RA820/Audiolab variety. Radford was using the same standard in the
mid- 1960s that today's ' acceptable' manufacturers employ: damn
the specifications, let's design for the real world. Ican vouch for
these claims, having abused my Radford many times, and having yet
to challenge the unit's stability. As for the ' real world' driving abilities
of the Radford. Iquote ' Chooch' Humphreys, who said, ' By Jove!'
Yes, it was the Radford STA25 that drove the wicked Stax ELSF-81
electrostatic speakers when the NAIM couldn't.
The sonic identity of the STA25 Mk. Ill is somewhere in between
the ' classic' soft valve sound of the Quads and the rather more
accurate, less forgiving nature of modern designs. To give it amore
specific position in the evolution from soft to accurate, imagine it as
the link between the Quad/Leak/Armstrong designs c.1960 and the
first of the post- renaissance designs like the TVA, the early Beards
and the Grant-Lumleys. Even the power rating corresponds, f
or th e
Radford is slightly beefier than the average 1960 unit, and
proportionately less powerful than the 50- or 75-watters of the late
1970s.
Listening to it with the ear of the music lover rather than the
historian reveals an amplifier abundant with that virtue called
'listenability'. No doubt due to the concerns of the designers, the
STA25 Mk Ill NEVER SOUNDS BAD:Of course you can easil yreach
the amplifier's limitations, but how it behaves when treated with

disrespect is what makes it such ajoy to employ. It literally ' soft
clips', but not in the NAD 3020 fashion, which squashes the
transients and emasculates ( thanks, Ivor) the music. Instead, it
operates like acar with arev limiter — it just doesn't go any further up
the scale, and it backs off without screaming for mercy.
Ireinstated the Radford after many months of using the Beard
P100 Mk. II with its 6dB greater power. Now Inever get anywhere
near the Beard's limitations, because Ilike my LS3/5as with whole
drive units, but Istill enjoy ample SPLs and never hear the sound of
an overworked amplifier. Ianticipated asacrifice in dynamic
capability when changing down to a25-watter, but it never
happened. The Radford behaves like an A* graduate from finishing
school. But politesse does not agood amplifier make.
What does make this such agem is its neutrality, very low
coloration, knock-out dimensionality ( like amini- version of the Audio
Research D-70), and sweetness. Oh, and near-chunky, not- whatyou'd-expect-from-tubes bass delivery. But, no, it is not aperfect
amplifier, and Idon't think that Williams Johnson or Beard will have
to stock up on tranquilisers.
The Radford loses out to today's premium tube designs in acouple
of areas, mainly asense of authority and that cutting edge which
gives total specificity to individual images within the soundstage. It's
this softness which places the Radford slightly closer to the classic
rather than the modern. But then you remember that the Radford can
be found in the classifieds for £ 100 or £ 150 and you stop worrying
about this ever-so-slight lack of control. If you accept that a
20-year-old amplifier available for the price of apair of budget
speakers shouldn't have to match the performance of ayounger,
ten-times-dearer unit, then you're in for apleasant surprise.
Take an old Radford in good condition, re-valve it, and make sure
that it's working up to specification. Haul it down to the nearest
specialist shop and compare it with any solid-state design costing up
to £ 1000. There, I've just saved you £800.
Still, some of you potential Radford owners don't want to, 1) go the
secondhand route, 2) own an amplifier that could be near the end of
its life, or 3) spend ages combing the classifieds. And if past response
to ' Anachrophile' is anything to go by, within two weeks of this
appearing, the prices will shoot up on the available STA25s, and then
the supply will dry up.
Which leads us nicely back to our scoop.
That coverline, 'The Radford is back' is no lie. Welcome the STA25
Mk. IV. Yes, Mk. IV. And with Arthur Radford's blessings.
Sondex, manufacturers of asweet little integrated S/S unit, anice
passive preamp, and avalve power amp of their own, have strong
ties with Radford, as some of them once worked for the company
and they've been servicing old STA units for years. It struck them that
maybe, just maybe, certain anachrophiles would like to see the
return of the STA25, and that set the wheels in motion. ( I'd like to
think that there was ascenario along the lines of lightbulbs glowing
over the idea man's head, aconference over beers in some
smoke-filled bar, and asoundtrack by Hoagy Carmichael, but the
guys at Sondex seem far too organised for that.) After discussions
with Arthur Radford, it was agreed that Sondex would take over the
project, improving certain aspects of the design, and build and
market what would be called the STA25 Mk. IV.
Talk about authenticity! The transformers are wound on the same
machines as were the originals. The lady who did the winding 20
years ago is winding the transformers for the new units. They come
in the same shades of grey as the originals. Even the packing cartons
are cut from the original patterns. What we have here is adisplay of
respect for the original, and it's so good that the initial view of the
Mk. IV is pure time-warp.
But Sondex, knowing that the born-again STA25 ( Ikinda like the
name ' Lazarus') would have to sell for afair bit more than the going
rate for aused original, have improved certain areas which would
benefit from developments of the past two decades. There are few
external clues, and aMk. IV placed next to amint Mk. Ill cries out
'Doppelgangerl Doppelganger!' But close inspection reveals that
Sondex has replaced the old binding posts with the decideaiy better
Michell variation, the EL34 valves have been replaced with KT77s
(NOT, Ishould add, because of anything Iwrote, but because EL34s
are no longer available), and the phono sockets are of much higher
quality. The octal socket which fed the Radford preamp has been
removed, as has the impedance selector switch, the latter condition
being changed by internal hard wiring.
One other externally visible change should please those who fear
the dreaded AVO meter, or who worry about valve biasing. In
keeping with the latest in valve amplifiers (
eg, Grant, Beard, and
EAR) the bias is now adjusted by turning asmall screw until two red
LEDs glow with equal intensity. It means that you can now bias a
Radford STA25 in two minutes.
Internally, though, are the changes which couldexplain the slight
sonic differences between the Mk. IV and its predecessor. (The
substitution of KT77s for the EL34s has been removed from the
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equation, as Iswapped valves from Mk. Ill to Mk. IV and back when I
made my comparisons. Refer to the specifications of the two for the
measurable differences.) The Mk. IV differs internally from the Mk. Ill
in two main areas, and they correspond with the areas which I
identified. First is the addition of bypass capacitors in parallel with all
the electrolytics, which may explain the improvement in stereo
imaging. The other change is the use of much higher value power
supply decoupling capacitors, accounting for greater stability, in turn
accounting for the perceived improvement in bass performance. But
these are subtle differences, which Icould only identify with any
certainty after many hours of listening, and even these could be
equalised by changing speaker leads or interconnects.
Examination of the specifications confirms just how close the two
units measure, the only differences of any note being higher
distortion with the KT77'd Mk. IV versus the EL34'd Mk. Ill, and the
absolutely minute power advantage that the Mk. IV has over the Ill.
So here comes the odd part, which is justifying a £499 plus VAT
price tag for an amplifier you could buy- minus the worthwhile
refinements, especially the simplified bias- for £ 150 in second-hand
form. On one level, there's no problem at all, because what you're
getting is abrand new sample - and it's pretty hard to place avalue
on 15 years' less wear. And if you add the cost of four KT77 valves,
four Michell binding posts, two gold-plated phono sockets, and a
load of brand-new, high quality capacitors to the cost of an old
STA25, you're up to about £250. Then you've got the job of changing
the old bias adjustment system to the new arrangement. And labour.
Still, we're looking at a £499 plus VAT amplifier in 1984 terms;
does it hold up sonically to the competition? Let me ask you a
question that Ican't answer: What £600 or less S/S amplifier
available on the market today sounds anywhere near as musical?
Sure, you might be able to get more power, but you won't get better
sound. And if you're using speakers easier to drive than Stax
electrostatics, Idoubt that you'll find the Radford less than capable.
But this begs the whole question of why the Radford is back, its
genuine 1984 suitability notwithstanding. I'm willing to bet that 99%
of the customers for the Mk. IV won't be buying it as amain amplifier,
but as an objet d'art or to chase lost youth. The original was meant to
be situated out of sight; the Mk. IV will earn pride of place, like that

hear about it, it's goodbye to your chances of obtaining one.
Istill can't believe that this classic has returned to us, once again
available fresh off the assembly line. The amplifier shown on the
cover of this issue is six weeks old as you read this; it's no hoax
designed to get mouths a' salivatin'. But even if you have no truck
whatsoever with the collector/antiquary mentality, order an STA25
Mk. IV now if you're shopping for an under £600 power amplifier.
Then write aletter of thanks to Sondex' John Widgery for overseeing
this project from end to end. Andfor magically balancing the old one
with the new.
Now can we expect abrand-new Model 7/8/9 from Marantz?
Sondex Ltd. Unit 1A, Marsh Lane Trading Estate, Easton-inGordano, Bristol BS20 OTB. Radford Electronics Ltd., 10 Beach Road,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon.
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Comparison traces, oscillograms and measurements for STA25 Melt and IV as supplied by
Sondex. The squarewave responses above are for asimulated electrostatic speaker load
(110/2pf), MkIll Ill IV (r)

imaginary 1984 Jaguar XK120 which you'd drive on sunny days,
knowing that the car is as new as aB Reg XJS. The fact that the Mk.
IV does perform well by today's standards is icing on the cake; the
same cannot be said for are- born classic car. ( Face it: something as
vulgar as an Escort XR3i will blow the sidecurtains off an MG-TC.)
But Sondex isn't stopping with this replica. There's apossibility
that the company may produce some grey-fascia'd samples of their
passive preamp to match the Mk. IV, awise move because the two
items work together very nicely. But more sensational is . .
The Radford STA25 Mk. IV Signature!!!
Sondex is going to manufacture alimited run of Mk. IVs painted in
black, with gold plating on the parts that come in aluminium on the
standard model. These numbered units, which commemorate 25
years of STA amplifiers, will come with acertificate of authenticity
signed by the great Arthur Radford himself - so forget spraying an
old one black in the hope of fooling some unwary anachrophile. As
with the standard models, these must be ordered direct from Sondex
(and some stocks will be available from Radford Electronics as well),
and will sell for £599 plus VAT. Order now, as there will be only 100
Signature versions made, and Iknow of three firm orders already.
And once the Japanese collectors ( who'll pay up to £800 for aMk. Ill)

Power output @ IkHz cont. ( WI
8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
8ohms + 2pF

38.5
36
23
38

39.5
39
24.5
39

Power output IHF toneburst (WI
8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
8ohms + 2pF

39
38
25
38

40

-108, - 109
-86. - 90
-107, - 108

-108. - 109
-87, - 95
-107. - 108

39.5
26
38.5

Sensitivity for 25W output ( mV)

Noise CCIRIARM @ 2kHz ( dB) L, R
Noise Audio band RMS
Noise IEC

curve A RMS
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above 2,500 c/s, 1,000 cis cut-off. Dimensions, 9in. x 5Iin.
x 9in. Weight 91b. Price: £ 10 10s., Crossover £ 3 3s. Romagna
Reproducers, 2, Sarnesfield Road, Enfield, Middx.
KELLY

rTHIS new ribbon tweeter is the result of 2 years' steady
I development of the original tweeter.
Only the horn is
unchanged. The magnetic field has undergone the largest change,
but the matching transformer has also been improved.
The
ribbon is now lighter and yet stronger. The previous magnetic
design was based on a belief that text- books on magnetism are
on the whole to be believed. They all say that the magnetic flux
in a gap is equal to the " magneto motive force" of the magnet
itself, divided by the " reluctance " of the polepieces-plus-air gap.
The more advanced books hint at the possibility of some of the
magnetic flux taking a short cut and not appearing in the gap,
but none of them point out that you are very lucky if you can
get one- fifth of the calculated flux into the gap when using strong
fields.
Two Magnets in Series

JUNIOR
RIBBON
TWEETER
Mk II

• Manufacturer's Specification: Response 2,500 to 25,000 c/s.
Power capacity (average speech and music), 10 watts peak.
Impedance 15 ohms. Aluminium foil ribbon. Gap flux, 10,000
gauss.
Dynamic mass 8 milligrams.
Horn loading resistive

For things like ribbon speakers and ribbon microphones the
accepted formula is so much waste of time, and at present a
"make it and measure it" technique yields the best results.
Even intuition doesn't help in this case!
The results are seen
in the two diagrams shown.
Using the same two magnets in
series instead of in parallel, and far less iron than in the original
design, the useful flux in the gap has been increased by some
50%. Given a few more years of experiment, this improvement
might be substantially increased! Some readers will have noticed
the Mullard adverts appearing recently in various technical
journals, where the relative magnetic leakage for various arrangements of magnet and polepiece are illustrated.
Someone else
has found the text- book out!

THE PROFESSIONAL TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
The Largest Selection of Highest Quality Recording
Equipment on Show

FERROGRAPH MODELS
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AMPEX EQUIPMENT

Ask for free information on all
Models

THE

THE OLD

Pew

THE LEADING TAPE- RECORDER SPECIALIST

•No Interest terms over 12 months ( 18-24 months available.)
eGenerous allowance on your Tape-recorder. HI-II equipment.
•Immediate Delivery ( Normally waiting time on above machines

Radiation from the rear of the ribbon in the Kelly unit is
now completely absorbed in a carefully adjusted acoustic termination. This has helped to extend its useful range by an octave
at the LF end.
The mechanical assembly has been very carefully studied so
as to ensure automatically perfect alignment of all parts when
assembled.
The horn opening is 4in. x 8in. and the overall size 4j- in. x
94m. x 74m, deep. It is supplied with its ferrite cored matching

is 12-16 weeks).

CALL IN PERSON OR WRITE TO OUR MAIL ORDER DEPT. FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.

R EW
266,

EARLSFIELD LTD.

TBEALEPHAONE, 7710

UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I7
100 yards from Tooting Broadway Underground Station.

IK

HIGHest possible
FIDELITY . . .
That is the standard by which we judge Hi Fi
equipment, and as specialists we know agood
thing when we hear it. That is why so
many enthusiasts come to us for advice and
equipment - - they know we can supply the
best of both.

ACOUSTIC
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WIDE AND VARIED STOCKS
COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

GILLELEJE

ALL THE LATEST EQUIPMENT

DENMARK

SPECIAL EXPORT FACILITIES
at the Leading HI- 11 Distributors
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ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.
The Quality Specialists
352/364 LOWER

ADF/ISCOMBE ROAD, CROS DON, SURREY

Hi- Fi Cabinets

Telephone: ADDiscombe 6061 2 Telegrams: Classifi, Croydon, Surrey
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—( KELLY RIBBON continued)
transformer and a crossover unit is available. The recommended
crossover is 2-3K c.p.s.
Performance. In addition to assessing it on its own merits, the
new version was also compared with the earlier Kelly ribbon
unit. Both were fed via 4 MFD condensers. Again, the response
was suberbly smooth, rivalled only by the electrostatic. More
need not be said on that score.
Increased Sensitivity
What was particularly gratifying was its much increased
sensitivity. In the range 4 Kc/s to 8 Kc/s it was well over 3 dB
more sensitive. That will be about " five minutes on the clock
face" rotation of an average volume control.
In the range
Kc/s to 15 Kc/s (at least) it was about 6 dB up. Even more
important, it was well over 6 dB up at 2 Kc/s, and nearly 20 dB
up at 1 Kc/s!
Its output will now be enough to match all but
the most sensitive two or three speakers in existence. Exploring
for leakage flux with a crocodile clip on the end of a length of
flex showed leakage field at only two places near the polepiece
end of the magnets, against four such places on the original
design.
With the longer dimension of the horn vertical, the sound
does not vary very much over an angle of about 80'—enough
to cover a room when used in or near a corner.
Check it for phase, in use
It was tried with a variety of speakers, both as the only HF
source and augmenting the existing HF output. It was pointed
into the room, and also towards a wall or corner to give a large
source effect, and in all cases performed very well. One thing
was noticed.
Due to the fact that it now gives considerable
output in the 1-2 Kc/s region, its phase mattered. Phase does
not matter much with cone tweeters operating at higher
frequencies only, especially as their cones exhibit many resonances
(well damped, of course, in good ones!) This produces virtually
random phase. Sliding the ribbon tweeter backwards or forwards
six inches with respect to the main speaker will have the same
effect at 1 Kc/s as reversing its connections.
Altogether a first rate instrument suitable for incorporation
into the highest grade speaker systems and we commend it to
our readers.
Comment
* Before publication this review was submitted to the manufacturers, who returned it without comment.—Editer.

PRECISION PICK-UP ARMS

*The
finest
in
the
world
More than just a pick-up
arm the S.M.E. is a precision instrument of unrivalled quality and may be
bought in the confident
knowledge that no Item
in the reproducing chain
will outclass it.
Reviewed in superlatives
by leading authorities. It
has come to be the standard
by which other arms are
judged.
An adaptor permits direct
mounting of Decca heads,
a combination which provides the highest quality of
reproduction obtainable.
Now obtainable on short
delivery due to increased
production.
A fully illustrated brochure,
price list and technical
reviews gladly sent on
request.
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Special Announcement

•Iknow of no other arm on the market today which comes anywhere
near this standard '
Percy Wilson MA. — Gramophone
'The best constructed and most varsatile pick-up arm yet offered to
the domestic user'
Donald W. Aldous & David Phillips — Gramophone Record Review

Many visitors to our London Showrooms
remark that our stock of high quality tape
recorders and audio equipment surprises
them—many express the wish that they
had visited us first.
For
really personal
service
and
attention, for first-class equipment and
after sales service executed in our own
service departments, we maintain—
IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH A SPECIALIST

Geoffrey V. Smith
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accessories for your

The Nusound " Numix"

*This beautiful piece of equipment, made with the precision of ascientific
instrument and beautifully finished, has my enthusiastic recommendation'
B. J. Webb — HiFi News
'We know- of no other arm which combines so many refinements in its
design '
High Fidelity Magazine — U.S.A.
'It is a beautiful instrument, just to look at it is a pleasure. Literally
everything has been thought of and foreseen'
Dr. C. J. Briejer — Radio- Bulletin. Holland
'The English firm of S.M.E. is commercialising alittle mechanical marvel
worthy of alaboratory bringing together all imaginable refinements'
R. Lofaurie — Revue du Son. France

S.M.E. LTD. —

STEYNING

—

SUSSEX

the " NUMIX" is aconvenient mixer which
enables a Ferrograph user to mix and fade

EXON

at will two programmes, from microphone
and radio/radiogram. Alternatively, speaker
output sockets from power amplifiers can be
used. Any combination of two programmes
is possible with the Nusound « N U MI X "

•-"",

Price: £4.7.6
Radio Lead complete 7/6
Wr.te

for

leaflet

on " NUMIX

NUSOUND

I

" NUMIX

2'•

and " MONITOR"

RECORDING

35 CRAVEN STREET, W.C.2.

Telephone:

UNITS

CO.

TRA 2080
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CONCERNED IDCLUSFVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDEUTY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
In this section we introduce the first reviews of equipment submitted by manufacturers for test.
The report of the Rogers FM tuner has been held over until next month.
Fr HERE arc many types of pickups at present offered on the
high fidelity market, and they can be divided into two (and only
two) basically different types; namely, crystal and electromagnetic.
Condenser pickups. sometimes called frequency modulation types.
have met with little success; and variable resistance type pickups
have never passed outside the portals of the laboratory.
It is well known that crystal pickups give an appreciably higher
output than the magnetic pickups for a given mechanical impedance at the stylus point. The reason for the higher output is twofold: (al the mechanical-electrical efficiency of the Rochelle Salt
bimorph is appreciably higher than that of current magnetic types,
and ( b) the impedance of the crystal unit is again considerably
higher than in the case of magnetic units. Both of these factors,
taken together with the extremely high input impedance of normal
valve grid circuits, result in an output voltage of anything from
10 to 100 time; that of an equivalent magnetic unit.

Acos HGP 39
Crystal Pickup

Fig. I.

A diagrammatic exposition of the head as illustrated.

A further fundamental difference is that the output from a
crystal pickup is proportional to the force applied to the crystal,
whilst the output from a magnetic unit is proportional to the rate
of change of flux linkages which, with the simple mechanical
systems usually employed, is directly proportional to the velocity
of the stylus point. It can be shown that the output from an uncorrected crystal pickup is proportional to the amplitude of movement of the stylus, but various artifices can be utilised in the construction of this pickup which will modify considerably the response
characteristics. For instance, if the crystal be freely suspended,
the output will be proportional to the acceleration of the stylus
point, which for constant velocity records would be a rise of 6db
per octave, and if the restraining medium is a pure mechanical
resistance, say castor oil, or soap, the output will be directly proportional to velocity.
The foregoing assumptions have, of course, neglected resonances. In the crystal cartridge, in addition to the stylus mass/
record compliance (H.F.) resonance and the low frequency tone
arm resonance, there are usually a minimum of two resonances
due to the crystal structure alone; but by correct dimensioning of
the crystal and critical damping. these resonances can be mitigated.
The fact that the output of the crystal is a function of applied
force means that various mechanical artifices can be employed
to correct, approximately, for the recording characteristic.
In the Acos HOP 39 this has been done. with the result that
the pickup can be played into a nominally flat amplifier; no correction being required for the recording characteristics. This feature, coupled with the high output of crystal types, renders the
use of a pre-amplifier and its attendant correcting network unnecessary, thus effecting a considerable saving of equipment for
the medium priced market. The pickup can, of course, be used

B. K. PARTNERS LTD
ELECTROACOUSTIC CONSULTANTS
AND ENGINEERS

REGENT

STREET •

Measuring Frequency of a Sample
The measured frequency of the sample submitted is shown in
graph, Figure 2, and it will be seen that the output of nearly half
a volt on I.p. and about 1.2 volts on standard recordings is more
than adequate for most requirements. The stylus resonance can
be obtrusive if used with wide band speaker systems, especially
those with an efficient tweeter.
Intermodulation distortion was reasonably low at low levels when
tested on the 1H 138 Intermodulation Test record, but the pickup
jumped on the highest velocity groove. As this velocity is the
absolute maximum that can be cut, even with present van-groove
recording, this cartridge should track all except the most heavily
modulated records.
The stylus is easily replaceable without recourse to special tools,
and the internal construction renders the crystal virtually unbreakable and completely protected against the ingress of moisture.

STD. 78
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Fig. 2. Uncorrected response curves of the Acos HG? 39, with
load I Megohnt and 100pF. as measured from satnples submitted.
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in any standard pre-amplifier. provided that the amplifier has a "flat"
position, or that a simple differentiating circuit is fitted between
the pickup and the amplifier to convert the response to constant
velocity. This network can be, say, a 200 picafarad condenser
in series with the cartridge, and a 50 to 100.000 ohm resistance in
shunt with the input terminals of the amplifier.
The Acos HOP 39 uses clip-on heads, separate heads being used
for the long playing and standard records. This possesses a very
material advantage over turnover cartridges, in that an extra head
with the 0.0035 inch radius stylus can be used for old type 78's
(the standard 78 recording head using a 0.002 inch radius point
to conform with the latest 78 recording technique). With the
possible advent of 16 r.p.m. records, which require a 0.0005 inch
radius stylus, only an extra head will be required instead of a
complete pickup assembly. It is obviously impracticable with present day design of turnover cartridges to use more than two styli.
Figure 1, shows diagrammatically the construction of the HG?
39. The crystal is mounted vertically and the top end is clamped
with a pure compliance. The lateral undulations of the record
groove are applied as a torsional force to the bottcm end of the
crystal by the cantilever arm, the resonances being damped by the
viscous gel, which is also used to seal the crystal against moisture.
The compliance of the cartridge has been increased to the limit,
in order to reduce as much as possible the playing weight of the
pickup, and to further this end, lateral and vertical friction of the
tone arm bearing has been reduced to an absolute minimum by
suspending the assembly on a single needle point. This system
also possesses the advantage that the vertical and lateral moments
of inertia are approximately equal; whilst damping of these resonances is effected by the use of a highly viscous damping fluid
between a swash plate and the centre spindle.

LONDON

W.I

Phone: REGent 7363

CLASSIC ELECTRICAL Co Ltd—'The Quality Specialists'
352 - 364 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey
Tel: ADD 6061-6062
Grams: CLASSIFI CROYDON
Britain's Leading High Fidelity Suppliers
Full Mail Order and Export Facilities
Agents for all leading makes
Part Exchanges, Repairs, Comparative demonstrations
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was rather low, usuatty of the order of 2 to 5 millivolts for a
velocity of Icm per second.
Messrs. Goldring introduced a basic modification of this concept
in their "Type 500" variable reluctance cartridge, in that they used
two separate mechanical stylus systems at opposite ends of a
common magnetic circuit. This results in the complete isolation
of each vibrating system. If there is any mechanical coupling
between the two styli an added resonance, usually in the 4 to
7 Kc/s region, makes its presence known. In addition to colouring
considerably the reproduction, needle talk is increased, and the
mechanical impedance of the unit at this resonant frequency is
also considerably increased.
The cantilever of the Goldring cartridge is extremely small,
resulting in a very low effective mass, and the damping ( which
must be used in all of these mechanical vibrating systems) is
ingeniously applied through a vane on to the cantilever bearing.
It is effective, and does not result in the increase in mechanical
impedance had the damping been applied at the stylus point.
The response is shown in Figure 3 and the rise in the high frequency is du: to the cartridge being played under open circuit
conditions. When loaded with 50,000 ohms, the total excursion
in the frequency band is less than 2db. The output of approximately 3 millivolts requires an efficient pre-amplifier. but the
results obtained when used with, say. the Quad II. more than
justify the few precautions that must be taken to eliminate residual hum. 1hese are simply adequate earthing of the tone arm
and of the gramophone turntable, and incidentally, it is not a
good idea to use a common wire for these two functions.
The tone arm is a substantial unit and should give many years
of use without trouble. The "stiction", that is the resistance to
starting movement in a lateral direction, is equivalent to approximately 1.5 grammes, but when used under normal playing conditions, in which art initial impetus has already been applied in
placing the pickup on the record, the friction of the back bearing
is equivalent to only about 0.75 gram playing weight.

Manufacturer's Specification: HGP 39 cartridge.
rype: Crystal cartridge. Stylus, tip radii ( 1) 0.001in. for L.P.
and (2) 0.0025in. for 78 r.p.m. Normal tracking pressure, 8grams.
Lateral compliance, not less than 3.2 x 10 cm/dyne. Effective
mass at stylus tip, 8 milligrams. Output (approx.), 1volt from 78
r.p.m. and 1 volt from L.P. Impedance, capacitative. 1.000 pF.
Recommended load resistance, 1 megohm. Frequency response,
after equalisation, substantially flat from 40 c.o.s. to 13 Kc/s.

Fig. I.
The Goldring
"500" Cartridge

The ultimate aim in the design of a magnetic cartridge is that
it shall follow a true velocity response with no resonances whatever anywhere in the frequency range covered by modern records.
and that, today, means a frequency range greater than 30 to
15,000 c.p.s. The ultimate in any magnetic pickup is that in which
the stylus is itself the armature. In the type known as variable
reluctance, this precept has been carried to its logical conclusion,
in that the total armature system is actually the cantilever carrying the stylus point.
"Variable reluctance" is nothing more than a high-faluting name
for a slight modification of our very old friend the balanced armature transducer. We say "modification" because it is not a true
balanced armature in that soine steady magnetic flux always flows
through the armature. What the armature does is to vary the
reluctance of two magnetic circuits placed symmetrically in opposite phase about a mean point. An alternating E.M.F. is induced in pickup coils wound on these two magnetic circuits and
connected in correct phase, see Figure 2.
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Fig. 2.
These diagrams show the internal layout and working
principles of the Goldring "500" cartridge. In 2a, assuming top
stylus used, fins passes front N of magnet along cantilever to either
a or h according to direction of displacement. This induces + ve
in X and — ve in Y for movement towards B, and reverse potential
for reverse movement.

Fig. 3.
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•Reports
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cartridge submitted.

NOTE

on all equipment reviewed in these pages have been
sent to the manufacturers concerned, and their comments have
been invited for publication in our next number. The reports are
contributed by Stanley Kelly (pickups), Ralph West (Speakers),
and Miles Henslow ( Transcriptor).

w.i
eStockists of all leading makes of Hi-Fi
Equipment
•Comparative demonstrations at any time

TEMple Bar 3007

EXCHANGE
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When the unit was tested on the JH 138 1ntermodulation Test
record, the total interrnodulation content was 12 per cent at the
highest recorded velocity.
To summarise, this is a pickup in the highest class; it can confidently be recommended, especially when fitted with a diamond
I.p. stylus, for use with any of the best high fidelity systems.
Manufacturer's Specification: No. 500 Cartridge.
Type: Magnetic variable-reluctance turn-over cartridge. Styli:
(I) 0.0025 inch rad, sapphire for 78 r.p.m. (green). (2) 0.001 inch
rad, sapphire for microgroove (red). Noma' tracking pressure:
7 grams. Lateral compliance: Not less than 3 x 10' cm/dyne.
Effective mass at stylus tip: 3.5 milligrams. Output (average):
3.2 mV per cm/sec. D.C. resistance: 1,500 ohms. Impedance:
3,800 ohms.
Recommended Load Resistance: 50.000 ohms.
Frequency Response: Substantially lineár from 20 20.000 c.p.s.
•

The first practical example of the variable reluctance cartridge
was the American G.E. unit. When it first appeared, almost ten
years ago, it represented a radical advance in the field of high
fidelity, but because of the dimensions of the cantilever, a number
of resonances were apparent which were damped by the judicious
application of pieces of "Viscaloid". Unfortunately, Viscaloid,
in addition to possessing a rather nasty temperature coefficient,
is also very variable, and depending upon the plasticiser content
of a particular specimen, the stylus can be overdamped, correct
or underdamped, and in certain conditions can (and did) introduce
considerable quantities of distortion. It should be explained that
the most effective place for applying the damping medium is at
the stylus tip, and at the anti-node of the first "flexural" resonance
of the cantilever; approximately mid- point. But even with these
disadvantages, a good variable reluctance cartridge was a joy to
use.
The output, and this is indeed true of currently designed units,

THE

100
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LTD

ASTRA HOUSE, 121/3 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.C.2
Leak, Lowther, Quad, RCA, Rogers Amplifiers and
FM Tuners. Range of Loudspeaker Systems for the
average domestic room, including our `Astra' CW
Exponential Horn.

H. C. HARRIDGE
8 MOOR
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
will barely cope), though the instruction manual does say that the
pickup may need raising on a wooden disc in some cases.
So much for the superficial points. The actual construction and
mode of operation are impressively thorough in every detail. The
turntable itself is lathe turned, weighs 3} lb. ( 1.59 Kg) and is made
of a non-magnetic metal. A brass bush shaped to fit the taper of
the centre spindle is fitted to its centre, and a conventional rubber
mat sits on top and is easily removed for cleaning. The centre
spindle is ground and lapped to a mirror finish and is of the same
type as that used in the previous two models; that is to say, it runs
in nylon bearings, the bottom one of the self-centring pin-point
variety and the top one providing a three-point contact which is
adjustable to take up long-term wear (see fig. 1).
The housing
for these bearings is a replaceable tube mounted in a separate solid
casting screwed to the main baseplate.
This use of nylon for bearings has now had plenty of time to settle
down, and apart from eliminating the last traces of rumble due to
slight imperfections in metal surfaces, it has the additional advantage
of providing some degree of decoupling or compliance between the
turntable and any small vibrations which may be present in the
baseplate. In case anyone is getting worried about electrical
charges building up on an insulated turntable, an earthing spring
is fitted in the bearing housing, connecting the spindle to the frame.

CONNOISSEUR CRAFTSMAN III
Manufacturer's Specification: Variable three-speed transcription
turntable. Speeds: 33f, 45 and 78 rpm. Speed control: three
position switch, with concentric fine adjustment. Wow: 0-15%.
Flutter: 0-1%. Rumble: - 50 dB referred to 7 cm/sec at I Kc/s,
using RIAA replay characteristic. Supply: 210-250 V, 50 c/s
(60 c/s and 110 V to order). Consumption: 10 W max. Weight:
121 lb. Motor board: minimum size required is 13} x 131 in.,
with 31 in. clearance below. Finish: Matt black with satin silver
trim and turned aluminium control knobs. Price: £21 I5s. 11d.
(inclusive). Manufacturer: A. R. Sugden and Co. ( Engineers)
Ltd., Market Street, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

Somewhat Unconventional
The turntable is driven, not at its outer edge, but on a rim on its
underside at a diameter of 6 in. The conventional rubber tyred
idler wheel couples the motor spindle to this rim, but from this point
on the arrangements are somewhat unconventional, in that speed
change is achieved by raising or lowering the whole motor while the
idler remains at a fixed height.
An outline of the set-up is shown in fig. 2 overleaf.
The
motor—a hysteresis synchronous type— is housed in a very substantial outer case which is freely suspended from a rigid frame
on three flexible supports. This frame runs in a vertical slide
situated beneath the speed control. Rotation of the latter moves a
pin against a helical slide, thus shifting the whole motor assembly
up or down. Three locating recesses in the helix determine the
three speeds, while rotation of the inner, fine speed, control operates
ascrew thread which moves the motor support frame asmall amount
above and below each fixed position. By this means the motor is
moved up and down with great precision and yet remains decoupled
from the rest of the assembly as far as vibrations are concerned

THIS is- a turntable with a very fine pedigree. First came the
I- original Connoisseur 3-speed, which held sway as the only high
quality transcription unit generally available for a long time; then
came the variable version, reviewed as long ago as September 1956;
three years later a Type B was introduced; and most recently a
fixed 2-speed unit. Now we have the Craftsman III, clearly in the
family tradition, but fully geared to the most stringent requirements
of stereo record reproduction.
In style and finish this new unit departs quite drastically from the
earlier models, which were rather inclined to look like engineering
products first and foremost, with only an incidental domestic
application. Styling tias obviously played a big part in the evolution of the main baseplate, where the ribbing so necessary for
rigidity and strength is used deliberately to enhance the presentation.
Some people might think that the overall effect is too fussy, though
this is as much due to a slight excess of lettering as to too much
moulding. With the " Craftsman " and - Connoisseur"
transfers removed the appearance, in our view, would be enhanced,
though we can hardly expect Mr. Sugden to be that self-effacing!

(continued on page 713)

TAPER

The baseplate is die-cast from a heavy zinc afloy and has a matt
black finish, with asatin silver surface as asetting for the substantial
control knobs. The latter are symmetrically arranged: speed
control on the left and on/off on the right. At the front-centre is
a cut-away opening fitted with a small mirror in which the stroboscope markings on the underside of the turntable may be viewed;
a small internal neon lamp illuminates the stroboscope when the
unit is switched on.
At the rear of the unit the turntable itself overhangs the baseplate by aconsiderable amount, so there are no obstructions of any
sort to prevent the fitting of the pickup of one's choice. The turntable top is rather a long way above the mounting baseboard, the
surface of a record being nearly 2 in. high. This could be an
embarrassment with some pickups (the SME arm, for instance,

BEARINGS

Fig. 1.
Turntable centre spindle bearings. Bottom bearing is of the
pin-point type, upper one has an adjustable three-point contact
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—( continued)
--not that any of the latter could be detected. As on the previous
model, oil may be fed to the lower motor bearing ( another pinpoint in nylon) by means of a flexible plastic tube brought out to the
top plate.
The motor spindle runs in an adjustable bearing at the top end
and extends upwards to become the tapered drive for the idler wheel.
The latter runs between two pin- point bearings and is decoupled
from the on/off control mechanism by a pair of flexible rubber
'hinges'.
Actuation of the on/off knob moves a solid rod ( no
flimsy flat levers here!) which operates the electrical switch and
moves the idler support into position around a pivot, all in one
operation. This means that the idler can never be inadvertently
left in position without the turntable revolving and the neon strobe
indicator glowing.
The net result of this whole ingenious arrangement is that every
moving part which could conceivably produce any noise or vibration is isolated from the main baseplate by rubber or plastic— a
considerable and very worthwhile achievement.
Now to installation and performance. Confidence was engendered
right at the outset by the very thorough packing employed: plasticlined wooden.resainers held the motor assembly firmly for transit
purposes. • Th è usual mounting template was provided, together
with instruction sheet, bottle of oil and a small spanner. For test
purposes the unit was mounted on a sheet of j in. chipboard, being
firmly held down by the three screws provided.
Bearing Adjustment
When first switched on the motor emitted a very slight buzz
which only diminished a little after an hour's ' running- in ' period.
Reference to the manual showed that adjustments of the bearings
should not be necessary for some time, but this was ignored and the
appropriate procedure was followed. The upper motor bearing
is set by tightening until the motor stops, then slackening until it
rotates again, checking that the motor will start every time when
switching on; this only takes a few seconds using the spanner
provided. After this the buzz completely disappeared, and once
things had settled down again the noise level went down to an
extraordinarily low level—so low, in fact, that at night during a
snowy period when the ambient noise was very low indeed it was
necessary to put an ear within 3 in. of the unit to hear a very faint
hiss.
Next, the accuracy and range of the speed control was checked.
When set for a stationary strobe at 334 rpm, the other two speeds
were exactly right. The range of the fine control differed for the
three speeds as follows: 334, + II % — 5%; 45, + 40% — 14%;
78, + 5% — 2%. In operating the coarse speed lever, a change
from a higher to a lower speed causes the motor assembly to fall,
which can be a little alarming until one learns to hold the lever
firmly while making the change.
Gratifying Result
Dependence on the mains voltage was the next consideration,
leading to the gratifying result of no change whatever in speed for
the voltage range 200-250 V ( as should be the case with a synchronous motor). With the motor bearing adjusted as already described the motor would not always start at 200 V, but as the specified
operating range is from 210 V upwards this cannot be taken as a
criticism.
The turntable inertia is adequate at 140 Kg cm' and the time
taken to stop from 334 rpm was just 11 secs. Tilting the turntable
by 2° made no difference to this figure—a characteristic which has
been noted before with these nylon bearings. The relatively short
stopping time does not mean that anything is amiss, it is simply
that there is a certain fixed amount of friction associated with the
nylon working under slight pressure; this is a very small price to
pay for long-term adjustability and freedom from rumble.
Sensitivity to loading at the record surface was measured next.
A stereo pickup tracking heavy modulation at 2 gm pressure produced a speed redaction of 0-5% and 0-3% at the outer and iniler
grooves respectively, while the equivalent figures for the Dust Bug
were 2% and 1-2%. The Dust Bug drag seemed a little high, but
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Fig. 2.

General arrangement of the drive mechanism. The whole
motor slides up and down for speed adjustment

2% is only aquarter of asemitone so only aperson with very perfect
perfect pitch' would be worried.
Finally, the all-important question of rumble, wow and flutter.
The manufacturer's.claims on the last two are quite modest, though
not many units with more extravagant specifications would actually
better them in practice. The total wow and flutter figure was
under 0-1%, a level which will not produce any audible effects
whatever on the most searching type of programme material.
Could Not be Faulted
As might have been expected from the construction and performance in other respects, the Craftsman Ill could not be faulted on
rumble. In the absence of atest disc with a known recorded rumble
level it was not possible to obtain an actual figure, but it was necessary to increase the amplifier gain by about 15 dB above a loud
listening level before anything was audible on a speaker system
with a true response to below 40 cis. This means that for all
practical purposes there is no rumble.
Magnetic hum fields also
seemed to be practically non-existent, though we have come to
expect this from the Connoisseur units.
Following the various measurements and tests, the turntable
was given normal use for several weeks. No deficiencies of any
sort came to light, and the absolutely silent background was adelight
during many hours of listening.
Readers will have realised by now that this is a turntable unit
in the highest category which we can recommend for use in the
most advanced installations.
Moreover, the adjustable (and
replaceable) bearings will permit the high standard of performance
to be maintained indefinitely. With the warning that the bearings
may need resetting on installation, that the pickup base may need
raising, and that due care should be taken when changing speed,
there is no reason why Mr. Sugden should not have many thousands
of satisfied customers.
J.C.
Manufacturer's Note : As you have noted from your tests on this
unit with regard to the range of speed variation provided, we have
purposely allowed more adjustment to be made on the faster side of
the speed setting rather than on the slower side, thus making it
possible to compensate for any drag imposed by the combination of
any pickup and Dust Bug. Thus we normally expect that the precise
speed of rotation would be set with the pickup and Dust Bug in the
playing position. Under these playing conditions the overall speed
variation from outside to inside would be approximately 0-8% which
is, in actual fact, only a fractional amount of a semitone, and this
figure we believe to be adequate for even the most discerning
listeners.
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GALE GS 401
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Gale GS401 A
Manufacturer's Specification 4- unit 3- way infinite baffle. Drive unite 2 . 200 mm acoustic
suspension bass drivers. 100 mm sealed midrange and 19mm tweeter. Crossover frequencies:
475Hz and 5kHz Frequency response 55Hz to 20kHz 3dB n freefield. Impedance: 4-8
ohms. Power handling Suitable for amplifiers delivering 40-200W oto 8 ohms. Sensitivity:
96dB at 1m on midrange axis for 21 W input. Protection main and hf fuses. Size 330mm
high.605mm wide x270mm deep Finish: Black cloth with black melamine back and chrome
end caps Weight 26 kg ( packed) Price £563.50 per pan inc. VAT. Stands: (
Optional extras)
(92.00 per pair. inc VAT Manuf
D. W. Labs Limited, 326 Kensal Road. London W10.
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D. W. Labs now own the original Gale company, named after its founder
who produced the first version of this imaginative- looking speaker. It
has been around for several years, during which improvements in
performance have been made.
The construction is very unusual, and any owner who takes one apart is
likely to find himself in the embarassing position of having to ask the
maker to put it together again) It comprises a high- density chipboard
enclosure, 18mm thick, complete with a recessed panel. The front, top
and bottom are covered in black polyester material which is stretched
around the body and terminates in a plastic moulding at each end. The
moulding has aprojection that fits into agroove, of which there is one on
each long edge of the rear panel, the latter being finished in melamine
laminate. The material is stapled around the sides of the enclosure, and
finally secured by inserting the plastic strips in their grooves. The end
caps are then pushed on ( with some adhesive for added security), and
these caps also trap the ends of the plastic strips. Very cunning, and the
result is an enclosure with no apparent fixings. On the front panel are the
four units, with the bass drivers at each end and displaced slightly so that
one is higher than the other. The midrange Peerless unit has its own
integral cylindrical metal rear enclosure, and occupies the mid top
position, while the Celestion HF2000 tweeter is vertically beneath it.
Inside, the enclosure is stiffened by bracing strips round all four walls,
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How true, how true.
Getting back to the listening tests, and using all sorts of material, the
overall sound quality was thought to be good, with occasionally some
constriction and lack of openness, and dullness at the HF end. The stereo
image was not very sharp and had limited perspective—occasionally it
appeared atrifle swimmy. On the whole, though, a pleasant enough and
certainly untiring performance.
Carrying out our normal A/8 tests against the ESL as transfer standard,
using only good quality tapes and the best live FM broadcasts, yielded the
following differences. Starting with organs, for achange, most reed tone
was duller with more output in the manual 8ft. region, flutes were
somewhat less open, while cornets and mixtures were weaker in their
upper ranks. Pedal extension was very similar as was its firmness.
Orchestral strings were slightly more hollow, with a little less bite, and
brass showed much the same differences as strings. Woodwinds were
very similar. Voices tended to be atrifle thicker, with less edge tone, with
sopranos moving towards contralto timbre. The piano and harpsichord
were a little more enclosed with some mid- emphasis. Percussion and
transients generally were only very marginally duller, with no more
overhang.
The maximum output level obtainable was remarkably high, and at
more than 100 dBA ( where the amplifier gave up) could even qualify the
user as alegal nuisance—especially late at night. Iwas unable to find out
what you have to do to blow the fuses on normal ( ye Gods!) program.
The accompanying curves show the measured performance under our
usual conditions. The sinewave response is not as flat as one might like,
particularly above 1kHz, and the third- octave curve indicates similar
trends. The spike at 15 kHz can safely be ignored. The distortion result is
excellent, particularly in the midband. Curves to show the effect of the
controls are not plotted to avoid cluttering the graph—moreover the
variations obtained on any one sample will depend on the factory
preadjustment. The mid control acts from about 200 Hz to 4kHz with a
maximum range of some 7dB around 1-2 kHz, and the top control from
about 4-20 kHz with a maximum range of 5-6 dB near 10 kHz, reducing
to 4dB at 20 kHz. The impedance modulus is mostly below 6ohms, with
minima dipping to just over 4 ohms. While most good amplifiers should
cope with this load, it would be wise to check the suitability if in any
doubt.
The measured sensitivity in the 83m 3 listening room was 93 dB spl of
pink noise at 1mon axis for an average input of 7V, which is not quite as
high as it may appear when the impedance is accounted for, though still
representing a very good efficiency.
Despite some reservations, mainly concerning the imaging, the GS401
produces agood overall sound, and its design is compact and distinctive.
If you are shopping in this rather high price bracket, and are looking for
something out of the ordinary, the Gale is certainly worth hearing,
preferably in the proposed location. Similarly, if you like the general
concept but prefer a more traditional finish, an equivalent model is
available in wood veneer. This is the model 401C, which is about 15 mm
larger all round.

and another strut connecting the centres of the front and rear panels. A
fairly bulky crossover is mounted on a sub- panel which in turn is bolted
to the rear face of the unit. It carries the input terminals, with 4mm
sockets, amain fuse and an HF one, and two adjusting potentiometers, of
which more later. The crossover fixing screws are visible on the rear
panel— unscrewing these gets you nothing but trouble, as the manual
points out, and which is indeed obvious to anyone at all mechanically
minded. Damping is provided by adense filling of fibreglass throughout
the interior.
The stands comprise agently sloping black metal shelf of inverted tray
construction with a low back rest, attached to the two vertical ends of a
tubular frame. The frame forms a rectangular base with rounded corners,
and the whole tube is chromed. This stand is stable in use, and tilts the
speakers slightly upward to optimise the listening axis for normal seating.
A well- produced manual and spare fuses are supplied, and my only
reservation about the former concerns the advice to put the speakers in or
near a corner. In fairness, though, the next paragraph does advise
experiment to find the optimum siting.
The manual explains that the mid and tweeter level controls are
provided mainly for balance setting during manufacture, when the knobs
are rotated until the response is level and then adjusted to bring their
fiducial marks to the ' normal' dot on the panel. One questions whether it
would not be better to provide locked presets for the purpose.
When these controls were set to the ' normal' positions for the listening
tests, it was apparent that the response was not flat, and a few tries at
flattening it by ear soon showed, as
it always does, the impossibility of
finding an optimum setting in a sensible time. We therefore adopted our
standard procedure for such cases by
carrying out the response measurements first, checking at the normal setting and the extreme settings
separately for each control. From
the curves the best settings were
estimated and then checked. Quoting again from the manual ' tonal
balance in the listening room is best
set either with the preamplifier tone
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
electronic juggling— it is much better to improve the speaker
system itself.
Circuit Details
The first valve is a ECC83 double triode and equalisation and
gain adjustment is provided by a negative feed-back loop around
the first triode. This is followed by a Baxandall tone control
stage and a filter network which precedes the volume control
and the second valve—another ECC83. This double triode functions as a two stage amplifier and is followed by the EL34 output
valve. Negative feed-back loops are connected from the secondary
of the output transformer to both cathodes of the ECC83, plus
a positive loop to one cathode via the damping control which,
by varying the proportions of feed-back effectively changes the
amplifier output impedance from negative to positive values. A
proportion of the transformer secondary winding is in the EL34
cathode circuit, and the bias for this stage is derived from a
separate winding on the mains transformer and rectified by a
miniature germanium rectifier. H.T. current is supplied by abridge
connected metal rectifier.
Power output, as measured
Frequency (c.p.s.) 20 30 40 100 1,000 10,000 15,000
Power Output
I. 2.8 5.1
8.1
9.5
5.2
3.2
(watts r.m.s.)
It will be seen that power output is reduced at both ends of
the scale. This is not too serious so far as the high frequencies
are concerned because, apart from the cymbals, very little actual
power is needed above about 5 Kc/s. The fall in bass power

Pye
Mozart
HF 10

Maker's Specifications
Output: 10 watts. Distortion: . 3% at 9 watts. Frequency
response: Within 3 dB from 3 c.p.s. to 70 Kc/s. Maximum
sensitivity: 10 mV for 10 watts at 1,000 c/s. Controls: Bass,
Treble, Volume and on/off, Filter 4, 7 and 12 Kc/s. Inputs:
Tape, Radio, RIAA, U.S. Col and 78. Output: 4.8 and 15 ohms.
Mains supply: 110 to 120 OR 200/250 volts A.C. Weight:
(chassis) 84 lbs. Size : 104" width, 34" height, 5" depth. Prices :
£23 2s. Od.; or with light metal cover, £ 24 13s. 6d. Manufactured
by Pye Ltd., Radio Works, Cambridge, England.
MEASURING only 104" by 34" by 5", the Mozart must be
'
one of the smallest self-contained amplifiers now available.
First shown at the Audio Fair last year, where it created something of a sensation, this compact unit uses printed circuits and
has but 3 valves and a metal rectifier. Even so, the sensitivity
is remarkably high—only 10 millivolts are required to give some 9
watts output! The output stage is somewhat unusual these days,
as it uses but a single valve, an EL34. Negative feed-back is
applied by means of a cathode winding on the output transformer, so the output circuit can be considered as a form of
distributed load stage, although a screen tapping is not used.
Another interesting feature is a type of pickup matching called
the Dialamatic which is very similar to the Decca system
described in the 1957 " HiFi Year Book ". Two calibrated
controls are provided, one being the load resistor and the other
the attenuator, thus any type of pickup can be quickly and
accurately matched. Another feature which perhaps will not
meet with the same general approval—at least this side of the
Atlantic—is the provision of a variable damping control. When
used with a reasonably good speaker system it was very difficult
to detect any difference in results if the control was rotated
from one extreme to the other, but when a small bookshelf
speaker was used it was just possible to note an improvement
in bass transient response at a critical damping point. It can be
argued, therefore, that the inclusion of such a control is justified
in an amplifier of this nature. It must be pointed out, however,
that by reducing the effective output impedance of, say, 1 ohm
(which corresponds to a damping factor of 15 with a 15 ohm
speaker) to as far as zero, only means a change of one sixteenth,
as the speaker impedance must be considered as part of the
circuit. In other words, once a reasonably high damping factor
of 15 or so has been achieved there is little to be gained by
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Effect of Switched Low Pass Filter

response is more serious—especially as no high pass filter is
incorporated to prevent low and even subsonic frequencies from
prematurely overloading the output stage, and thus causing
audible inter- modulation distortion.
Stability: The overall feed-back loop of 13.5 dB could be increased to 19 dB before causing instability. In view of the
multiple loop feed-back arrangement used, this margin of 5.5 dB
was considered satisfactory. Frequency response was within 2 dB
from 30 c/s to 20 Kc/s and rolled off gradually from 25 Kc/s.
Hum and noise varied from — 46 dB on Gram to — 65 dB on
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radio input ( ref 9 watts). A choice of 3 equalisation characteristics is provided, as shown in the diagram, and provision is made
for both radio and tape inputs.
The bass control showed a variation of + 12.5 dB and — 16 dB
at 40 c/s whilst the treble control gave a variation of + 12.5 dB
and — 13.5 dB at 10 Kc/s. The filter system is a simple resistorcapacity network with an insertion loss of 2 dB—which is very
good for this type of circuit. The characteristics as shown in
the diagram, and the roll-off of some 6 dB octave is too gradual
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• Record Play- Back Characteristics
for most purposes. Fortunately the Baxandall treble control
tends to reduce the high frequencies progressively, so a judicious
use of both controls can give excellent results.
The sensitivity of 10 millivolts means that most magnetic pickups can be used successfully, and among those used during the
test period were the Goldring "600 ", the Miratwin and the
Ortoton (
with transformer). Changing from one pickup to
another was greatly facilitated by the matching controls, as can
be imagined. For those desiring an amplifier small enough to
stand on a table or bookshelf, and particularly for those with
very small rooms, the Pye Mozart can be recommended. Because
of the omission of a rumble or high pass filter as mentioned
above, it is essential that a good quality transcription motor be
used, as even a small amount of rumble or " wow " may result
in distortion. The presentation is, I think, very good indeed.
The panel is made of copper and it contrasts well with the
metal case, which is finished in a matt black. I was pleased to
sec that the knobs were engraved in such a way as to eliminate
parallax errors and I particularly liked the push button Perspex
on/off switch which is cunningly illuminated. Finally, with the
service engineer in mind, I can report that all components on
the printed circuit assembly are quite accessible and can easily
be replaced if necessary.
G.W.T.
•
•
•
Manufacturers' Comment: Whilst the tone controls are of the
Baxandall type they are modified to give a stage gain of times
ten, which is essential with a 3 plus 1 valve amplifier suitable ( as
this is) for low output pickups. The exclusion of normal hum
reducing components in the H.T. supply is a feature that ensures
a very low impedance supply and less heat dissipation; the hum
is cancelled out by a feed-back resistor from the cathode of the
rectifier.
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'I know of no other arm on the market today which comes anywhere
near this standard '
Percy Wilson MA. — Gramophone
'The best constructed and most vzrsatile pick-up arm yet offered to
the domestic user'
Donald W. Aldous & David Phillips — Gramophone Record Review
'
This beautiful piece of equipment, made with the precision of ascientific
instrument and beautifully finished, has my enthusiastic recommendation'
B. J. Webb — HiFi News
'We know- of no other arm which combines so many refinements in its
design '
High Fidelity Magazine — U.S.A.
It is abeautiful instrument, just to look at it is a pleasure. Literally
everything has been thought of and foreseen'
Dr. C. J. Briefer — Radio-Bulletin. Holland
'The English firm of S.M.E. is commercialising alittle mechanical marvel
worthy of alaboratory bringing together all imaginable refinements'
R. Lafaurie — Revue du Son. France
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Grace Pickup Arm

B. J. Webb

(G707 Quadmaster Universal)

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Overall length: 288 mm ( minimum), and 313 mm ( maximum). Pivot to stylus: 237 mm.
Arc of movement: 80 approx. Stylus overhang: 15 mm. Bearing friction: less than 20 mg.
Stylus pressure adjustments: 01 g calibrations. Cartridga weight range: 45 V+ 12 grams.
RRP: £44 plus VAT. Manufacturer: Shinagakva Musen Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan. Importer:
Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemire Drive. Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ.

referred before to the limited number
W ofEhave
really top class universal pickup arms

available, arms that enable users to realise
the full potential of the best cartridges. The
reason is not difficult to understand. The tooling costs for such a piece of precision equipment are considerable and if the enterprise is to
have any hope of showing a profit, it is necessary to sell large numbers at a relatively high
price.
Further, the design* has to take account of
the constant evolution of pickup cartridges.
It is not enough to be able to accommodate those
available now; account must be taken of the
continuous trend towards lower mass and
higher compliance with decreasing tracking
pressure which demands lower mass and frictions in the associated arms. Nevertheless, the
choice of suitable arms is gradually being
extended.
The original British SME set the standards
for some time ahead at its inception, and for a
long time stood alone. The basic design was so
good that it has never been changed, simply
refined over the years, so that today the manufacturers could sell more than they produce,
and their product remains the standard arm
against which all others are judged.
Later, other British designers, using different
principles, achieved and have maintained
similar standards of performance, exemplified
by the Monks (originally A & D) M9BA and
the Decca International, followed by the
Japanese Stax and now the Grace G707, on
which we report here, and at least one other
which will be available shortly. We expect to
review it in due course.
The Grace G707 was designed with quadraphonic applications, including CD-4, in view.

It is a nominal 228-6 mm ( 9in) arm consisting
of a thin straight tube of light alloy, 6mm in
diameter pivoted in adouble gimbal bearing of
high quality, with a counterweight at one end
of the tube and an integral (non-detachable)
acrylic headshell offset at the other. A single
fixing hole of 28.4 to 25.4 mm (0.13-1 in)
diameter is required at a distance, centre to
centre of 222 mm (8.9 in) from the turntable
centre. Maximum overhang behind the pivot
is 70 mffi (2.8 in). A paper template is provided;
greater accuracy in location will be obtained if
this is stuck onto cardboard before use.
Although the headshell is slotted to allow the
position of the cartridge to be adjusted, we
would always advocate the use of the larger
diameter fixing hole to enable slight adjustment
in the position of the base to be made.
The fixed shell reduces the arm mass, but
makes cartridge changing more difficult. The
shell can be turned on the arm after loosening
asmall set screw, if this is necessary to secure
correct vertical alignment of stylus to groove;
but once the arm is fixed, this adjustment
requires the use of avery short screwdriver with
a fine blade (not supplied) or the release and
removal of the arm from the base collar. A
smooth-working lift/lower device is integral
with the arm base, and consequently we would
not choose to fit the finger lift provided, which
simply adds a little unnecessary mass in the
wrong place. The arm will readily accept
cartridges within the weight range 4.5 to 12
grams, which covers all the high quality
models currently available, including the
heavier moving-cod designs. It is balanced out
with the cartridge in position by adjustment
of the counterweight, and tracking pressure
is applied by further rotation of the weight in
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conjunction with a collar calibrated in 01 g
steps against an engraved line on the top of the
arm tube.
Decoupling of the counterweight from the
arm is not obvious, and is not accomplished by
means of the frequently used compliant sleeve,
but in fact aform of decoupling is employed.
The recommended stylus overhang is 15 mm
(0.6 in) but this is very difficult to measure with
any degree of accuracy, and the provision of a
simple alignment protractor would be a great
help. We advise the use of one (e.g. Howland-West), for quick and correct alignment of
cartridges. The Grace 707 is not, in fact, the
simplest of arms to set up. The process is
rather fiddling and protracted, and the instruction sheet could readily be improved. However,
once the task is accomplished, the arm works
very well, particularly with cartridges of very
low mass and high compliance.
We would not choose to use it with aDecca
Mk IV, for instance, which is relatively
heavy, has minimal self-damping and modest
compliance by today's standards. However,
no arm is truly universal in that, as it stands, it
will enable the best possible results to be
obtained from every cartridge.
The leads supplied with the 707 are 1.4m
long, terminating at one end in a 5-pin plug
which fits the socket in the PU base, and at the
other in phono plugs. These leads have very
low self-capacitance—essential for CD-4—
but not ideal for such cartridges as the Shure
V 15/III, which is designed to work into a total
capacitance of 300 to 400 pF. No capacitance
is quoted for the leads in the G 707 specification,
but it measured 45 pF per channel. Measured
frictions are very low: 18 mg lateral and 15 mg
vertical in the case of our sample, and the arm
performed very well with anumber of different
high grade cartridges.
It was possible with some cartridges to track
the majority of discs perfectly well at apressure
as low as 0.75 gwith careful adjustment of bias.
This is mentioned merely to indicate the
capabilities of the arm. We do not recommend
attempting pressure below 1g with any arm/
cartridge combination under domestic conditions. The mass of the arm, both actual and
reflected, is clearly very low, and with none of
the cartridges used did any problem arise due
to the excitation of arm/cartridge resonance.
The arm is well engineered and finished, and
once installed is likely to provide satisfactory
and trouble-free performance over a long
period of time.
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EQUIPMENT
REVIEWED
Rabco
ST27
Turntable
Arm
Assembly
Donald Aldous
& Gordon J. King
rITTINGLY, in this centenary year of the
invention by T. A. Edison of his ' talking
machine', we can start this review of the
Rabco ST- 7by referring to the fact that when
recording sound on a cylinder, the cutting
stylus was attached to an arm that moved in
astraight line along the cylinder parallel to its
central axis and, of course, the replay stylus
moved in the same manner.
Parallel or tangential tracking is still
employed when cutting the master discs
today in the production of gramophone
records, but to use this method for playback
of LPs is a difficult exercise. The pivoted
pickup arm, almost universally adopted in
domestic record players, has to employ
offset- plus- overhang in its geometry and
location on the motor board, to obtain
negligible tracking error.
Audiophiles with long memories will recall
the attempts by some designers to reduce
the tracking error to a minimal figure ( usually
less than 2degrees) by fitting a pivoted head
and auxiliary arm to re- orient the head shell
as it approached the record centre. Such
names as Burne-Jones and Worden spring to
mind in this connection, but multiple pivots
introduced their problems of friction. We
must also mention the problem of antiskating devices or side-thrust compensation
to counteract the inward bias movement
caused by groove/stylus friction and offset
geometry.
If you look at the specification above for the
Rabco ST- 7 turntable, you will see that the
parameters of tracking error, skating force,
vertical and lateral friction, are all given a
zero figure. Most impressive, but does
it achieve this claimed performance?
So-called ' straight-arm' turntables have
long interested us, and D.A.fabricated aprimitive model in pre-war years to play 78s.
Coming more up-to-date, we have studied with
interest the Marantz SLT-12 straight line
turntable, and the predecessors of the Rabco
ST- 7 now under review. These models, SL8E and the ST-4, were tricky to set up for
optimum results, and had certain reliability

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Two speed (33; and 4.5 rpm, adjustable 1-5.5%). Brushless DC motor with precision- ground belt.
Tracking error, skating force, vertical friction, lateral friction: all 0. Rumble: — 68 dB ( DIN B).
Wow and Earner: 004% (NAB weighted) and 0.09% (DIN B). Hum: — 76 dB. Speed constancy:
±0.3%. Viscous damped cueing control. Tonearm mass: 6 grams. Price: £361 inc. VAT.
Manufactured by Harman Kardon, Plainview, New York 11803. Distributed in UK by
Tannoy Products Ud., St John's Road, Tyler% Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR.

problems. In fact, they are now discontinued, to be replaced by this new Rabco
ST- 7 unit, which its creators believe has
solved all its snags. Yet another approach is
the B & O Beogram 4002, which has a servodriven tangential tracking arm, plus detector
arm for automatic record size and speed
sensing.
The computer-type data
unit
incorporated
provides
fully
automatic
operation.
Turning now to the latest Rabco ST- 7
model, the tracking drive system most
cleverly tackles the mechanical difficulties.
The accompanying diagram shows how it
works, but by way of explanation the pickup
arm is supported in atwo- axis gimbal mount.
The horizontal axis contains the dashpotdamped stylus elevation mechanism. In the
vertical axis the arm rests on a rod that
swivels a small tracking roller on a rotating
shaft. When the low- mass pickup arm is
tangential to the record groove, the tracking
roller is set at a small angle so that the
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carriage travels towards the centre of the
disc ( at about 017 in. per minute). This is
roughly the average velocity of the master
disc when cut.
When the arm attempts to twist in angle to
track pitch variations in the groove cutting,
the angle of the tracking roller axis changes
relative to the pulley axis. This change of
angle of the tracking roller speeds up or slows
down the traverse of the carriage to suit the
pitch of the grooves. This correction is
continuous, self-adjusting and automatic.
In
Balancing, according to the cartridge
fitted, is first done by adjusting arear counterweight ( over 10 to 15 grams), and the tracking
force is accomplished by moving a sliding
weight along the calibrated arm body. A
control arm extends from the carriage
assembly, and has a ' restrictor' arm adjacent
to the cartridge head. This control arm is
used for locating the carrying arm to cue a
record, and the restrictor assists in aligning
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Fig 1 Low-frequency resonance top left bottom
right, sweep 4Hz- 100 Hz, scale Hz x1and 5dBldiv.,
showing resonance at 10 Hz.
Fig 2 Low-frequency resonance top right bottom feft,
sweep 4Hz-100 Hz, scale Hz x 1and 5dBldiv. showing
resonance lust over 10 Hz, also minor resonance at
70 Hz.
Fig 3 20 Hz-20 kHz sweep, top left and bottom lefton-right, constant amplitude to 400 Hz and thereafter
constant velocity, showing unusual resonance
effects fn the 75 Hz region ( separation 20 dB at 1kHz).
Scale Hz x 10 and 5dBidiv.
Fig 4 20 Hz-20 kHz sweep, top right and bottom
right-on-left, constant amplitude to 400 Hz and
thereafter constant velocity, also showing unusual
resonance effects in 75 Hz region. Scale Hz x 10
and 5dEtichr.
Fig 5 Rumble analysis ref. 10 cmlsec. OdB, scale
10dB110 Hz/div., showing hum at - 66 dB (very
acceptable) and main rumble components at - 56 dB
around 12-14 Hz ( notice 2nd harmonic of hum at
100 Hz—extreme right of spectrogram). Also see
under test results DIN- weighted rumble.
Fig 6 Harmonic distortion at 3kHz and 10 cmisecScale 10 r1812 kHz/div. (2nd harmonic - 35 dB ( 1.78%),
3rd harmonic - 49 dB (0.354%) and 4th harmonic
-50 dB (0.316%)). It was necessary to operate at
1.5 g tracking force to maintain reasonable tracking
of the A424-H).

the cartridge and in maintaining a suitaMe
height during lift up.
From the diagram, it can be seen that the
drive to the turntable is via aflat belt from a
brushless ( Hall effect) DC motor, and the
functions of speed change (3.31s and 45 rpm),
speed adjustment and end- of- side lift of arm
are all electronically controlled. The main
power control is in a concealed position on
left front of deck. When this is switched on,
a red stop lamp lights up between two metal
studs at the centre of the touch controls on
front right of deck.

On left and right of the sensor bar are pairs
of metal studs, which when touched rotate
the turntable at 45 rpm or 33+ rpm, and light
up blue and green lamps respectively. On
the left of the turntable is a window through
which are visible stroboscopic lines lit by a
neon bulb. Fine adjustments of the two
speeds can be performed by twisting two
preset- set controls adjacent to the window.
With very dry fingers, it was necessary to lick
them before making contact with the sensor
bar to operate the controls, but D. A. was the
only user who found this action necessary.
Incidentally, the control logic requires that
the centre stop studs are touched before
touching the control bar for a change of
speed.
With the disc in position on the table, the
arm carriage is located over the run-in grooves
and the cue lever ( on right) is pulled forward
to lower the arm/cartridge slowly on to the
record surface. All subsequent actions are
automatic—from playing the side of a record
to switching off the rotation, and tifting the
arm at the run- out groove. The hinged dust
cover can be raised to any desired height or
removed entirely.
The Rabco ST-7 deck is supplied with
integral base and hinged dust cover, plus
45 rpm adaptor and cables. The total cable
capacitance is around 80 pF and is suitable
for CD-4 disc replay cartridges. Overall
dimensions are: 6.5 in. wide (41.91 cm,);
16.25 in. (41.28 cm.) front- to- back; 6.72 n.
(17.11 cm.) with cover down, which raises to
18.75 in. (47.625 cm.), and the mechanism will
operate with cover down.
As the Rabco ST-7 is supplied without
cartridge fitted, we decided to check the
performance of our first sample using the
Shure M24- H four-channel cartridge, which
gives good results on normal two- channel
stereo discs. Gordon King's measurements
were made at 1.25 grams, with the exception
of 3kHz., 10cm/sec. harmonic distortion,
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which was checked at 1.5 grams to avoid
mistracking distortion. In fact,, with this
specimen, we were not able to achieve the
full tracking potential' of the Shure M24-H,
and it seemed that the mechanical servo' of
the tangential arm tended to load the groove
unduly. More on this parameter below, with
asecond model of the ST-7. On the first unit,
the arm calibration marks, when checked
with a Correx gauge, indicated that a higher
setting of the arm slider weight was required
to arrive at the desired tracking force than
indicated by the calibration marks.
Figs. 1 and 2 show that the low-frequency
resonance is detected better on the breakthrough signal. However, since it occurs
around 10-11 Hz. the sensitivity of the arm is
clear of the peak of the warp velocity envelope
(the best place for arm/cartridge resonance
lies in the 7-15 Hz. region), and this has been
achieved by the design. A very good point.
However, the LF sweeps show that an
unusual resonance occurs in the 70-75 Hz.
region, which is also reflected into the 20 Hz.
to 20 kHz. sweeps—see captions. No unusual
high frequency resonance was detected by
virtue of the arm design, and the 20 Hz. to
20 kHz, sweeps reveal what would be expected
from the Shure M24- H at the top end. In fact,
this response is virtually the same as that
given by Shure in their cartridge leaflet—a
mild resonance occurs just before 20 kHz.
Wow and flutter measurements revealed a
DIN- weighted nominal value of 0.07°,„ but the
readout was swinging either side of this
figure. On a second sample, much better
values were obtained, nearer 0.04'?„. Turning
to rumble measurements, on our original
sample, an unweighted value ref. 10 cm./sec.
via RIAA replay of - 40 dB. was obtained,
with the DIN- B standard weighted figure
reaching - 59 dB. Using the CBS-ARLL
rating, on our second sample, the rumble
figure was better than - 60 dB.
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Rabco ST- 7
Perhaps a more revealing picture of the
rumble— on the first sample machine— is
given in the Fig. 5spectrogram on avery slow
sweep over 0-100 Hz. with 3Hz. analysing
filter ( i.e., 10 Hz. per division horizontally).
This shows that most rumble energy resides
in the 12-15 Hz. and 30-35 Hz. areas. The
component at 50 Hz.—centre of spectrogram
—is 50 Hz. mains hum, and the start of the
component at the 100 Hz. point is the second
harmonic of this. The spectrogram refers to
10 cm./sec. velocity and the scale vertically is
10 db/division.
Motor speed accuracy at 33-1 rpm is within
±2%, although we had difficulty in adjusting
to the correct 45 rpm. speed, even within the
range of adjustment by the pitch control. The
second sample had no trouble with this
speed, and the speed adjustment range was
nearly ± 5%.
From the foregoing information, it will be
apparent that our later test sample of the ST-7
was better than the first model. It must be
mentioned, too, that the cartridges fitted for

the later specimen included the Ortofon
M15E and one of the top class AKG series,
newly released in the UK.
To summarise our experiences with this
latest Rabco ST- 7 design, unquestionably it
has been significantly improved since its
launching as the SL- 8separate pickup arm in
1968, emerging in late 1970 as the ST-4 deck,
complete with turntable. But the latest Rabco
unit does require considerable time and care
spent on setting it up correctly to obtain
optimum results, and it must not be handled
in a rough cavalier fashion. Here the wellwritten and illustrated Owner's Manual and
the Technical Manual will prove invaluable,
with detailed assembly instructions and
troubleshooting sections.
It is essential that the plinth is set up in a
completely level horizontal plane, and fitting
the cartridge on the arm must be done carefully. It can be tricky to position the slide bar
over the lead-in grooves of a disc, as there is
some small drift to left or right when lowering
the carrying arm. Peter Philips, engineer in
charge of the Amsterdam product checking
and servicing centre for Harman-Kardon in
Europe, informed us that the latest models

passing through his department will have the
arm lowering height reduced, which overcomes this lack of precise verticality in
dropping. One plus feature of the system is
its ability to cope with warped records, unlike
many pivoted arms. The lack of anti- skating
compensation is another useful attribute of
the straight-line tracking system.
The starting torque on the ST- 7 allows a
faster run up to speed of the turntable than
on many motors, and the minimal frictions,
laterally and vertically, allow a lower tracking
force to be employed. Critical listening— and
comparison with a system fitted with a highgrade pivoted arm and the same cartridge—
revealed little improvement audibly, but on a
few test bands, definition at low frequencies
and a more defined stereo image were
claimed by some listeners.
Undeniably, the RabcoST-7 is a handsome
and sophisticated piece of record playing
equipment, whose exposed parts and tracking
shaft must be kept clean to maintain optimum
performance. Recommended to the affluent
audiophile, who seeks aturntable/pickup/arm
combination different from other top grade
designs..

This was hi-fi over 40 years ago

It was E.M.G.'s uncompromising approach to better record reproduction and so successful that only years after
did the famous E.M.G. flared horn finally give way to the loudspeaker and amplified pick-up. Design and production
advanced with technical progress right up to to- day when their carefully selected items of hi-fi equipment keep
E.M.G. as ever to the forefront.

There is also the E.M.G. record shop.

From the beginning, it has always been a

centre for lovers of serious music and to- day is more so than ever. To help choose your records, E.M.G. publish
"The E.M.G. Monthly Letter". This is widely accepted as the finest of its kind and costs only 30/- a year post free.
Discriminating listeners with a love of good music cannot do better than go to E.M.G.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
The remaining two knobs are the stereo/mono function switch and
the tone control cancelling switch (more about this later). All these
small knobs are made of white perspex. The wooden spacer incidentally can be removed so that the unit may be mounted in a
cabinet with the panel on the front—in other words, the cabinet
front takes the place of the spacer. A bracket is supplied so that
the unit can be mounted from the rear if so desired.
Thus we have a large grey panel with agold knob at each end and
six small white knobs in the middle— unquestionably functional, but
the general appearance will certainly arouse strong feelings of like or
dislike. In my own tests the " pros" and " antis " were about
evenly balanced, but Ibelieve some of the " antis " would be converted if they could see the unit mounted in acabinet where the grey
background would be replaced by woodgrain. I imagine light
oak or maple would be particularly attractive.
So much for presentation; what about the construction? Inside
the unit the chassis really takes the form of two separate amplifiers,
one at the top and one at the bottom, with all the valves
mounted outside on the back panel. Very unorthodox, but it does
help to give aclean unobstructed layout and it will undoubtedly be a
blessing to the Service Engineer.

KERR
McCOSH
CWA10
POWER
AMPLIFIER

DSI

A Look at the Circuit

CONTROL

Now let us examine the circuit: the first valve is an ECC83 doubletriode with asmall feedback loop around the second section followed
by passive equalisation networks for gram, tape and microphone.
These are plug-in units and various types are available to meet
different needs. Low level inputs are taken to the first stage and
high level to the point in the circuit following the compensation
networks. Next comes another double-triode which has additional
tape compensation switched in the cathode circuit of its first section.
The second triode functions as a cathodefollower and precedes the
stereo/mono switching, the passive tone control stage and the output
valve ( half of another ECC83 double-triode). This last valve has
current feedback applied to its cathode and the tone control cancelling switch by-passes this valve when the output is taken from the
cathode-follower ( before the tone controls).
The reasoning behind this is that " it is not possible to design any
amplifying stage which is entirely free from distortion; this method
avoids even the very small amount of distortion produced by the tone
control stage, when the programme requires no tone correction ".
Iwould not entirely agree with this, because the distortion introduced
by a well designed feedback tone control system such as the Baxandall is virtually immeasurable. Furthermore, the progressive
control of the higher frequencies plus the inherent low impedance of
the Baxandall system in particular give it other advantages which are
not to be ignored. The actual measured reduction in distortion
was in this case quite small and in practice it would probably be
inaudible.

UNIT

Manufacturer's specification:
Control unit: Controls: Separate volume, treble and bass for each
channel; tone control cancelling switch; rotary selection switch.
Sensitivities: Equalised tape and crystal pickup, 75 mV; magnetic
pickup and tape head, 4mV; microphone, 1.5 mV. Hum and noise:
—80 dB on 75 mV inputs; —64 dB on pickup; — 57 dB on tape
head. Size: 124 x 44 x 104 in. Price: £ 34.
Power amplifier: Output: 10 watts. Harmonic distortion: 0.1% at
10 watts. Frequency response: 25 c/s to 30 Kc/s, ± 0.2 dB; 2 c/s
to 200 Kc/s ± I dB. Noise level: — 85 dB referred to 10 watts.
Load: 7 and 15 ohms. Size: 114 x 74 x 44 in. Price: £24.
Manufacturer: Kerr McCosh and Co. Ltd., 435 Sauchiehall Street,
Glasgow, C.2.
THIS is a very unusual amplifier, not only in its rather striking
Ipresentation but in its basic design. Icould also add that it is
unique in that it hails from Bonny Scotland! There are of course
many Electronic firms North of the Border but so far most of
Britain's hi-fi equipment has been produced by the Sassenachs—
with the aid, Imust hastily add, of many good Scottish engineers!
However, this is the first amplifier from Scotland—to be precise it
comes from Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. It was designed by James
Kerr, who at one time worked for EMI and has now joined t'orces with
Mr. E. McCosh to form the firm of Kerr McCosh & Co. Ltd.
As Isaid before, the styling and circuitry are unconventional and
both are likely to cause some controversy. Let us take alook at the
appearance first: the panel of the control unit is made of heavy
perspex backed with a grey material and edge illuminated by a pilot
bulb which is placed behind a raised nameplate on the front. The
edges of the panel are bevelled and awooden spacer is placed between
it and the unit itself. The knobs are also made of perspex, and the
selector knob on the left and the volume control on the right are gold
finished and some 24 in. in diameter. The positions of the selector
switch are indicated through asmall hole or window.
The volume control is actually two concentric knobs—one for
each channel, thus dispensing with a separate balance control.
They are very easy to turn together, as the rear section is quite thin,
in fact, both knobs are little more than discs. Separate tone controls
are provided for each channel, two at the top and two at the bottom.
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The individual power units CWAIO are very solidly built and notunlike the Quad amplifiers in appearance but rather deeper. Heavy
gauge aluminium is used and the corners are neatly welded and the
whole given a lacquer finish. The first valve is an ECC8I doubletriode with the second section working as an anode-cathode phase-
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
plitter. The output valves are EL84s connected in the usual ultra
linear arrangement. A tapping on the HT winding of the mains
ransformer feeds a silicon rectifier to supply bias for the output
valves. Feedback is applied in the following manner: a positive
oop from the cathode of the phase-splitter to the cathode of the
first valve; asmall negative loop from the anode of output valve No.
1 to the anode of the phase-splitter; a small negative capacitive
oop from the anode of output valve No. 2 to the cathode of the
first valve and the main negative loop from the transformer secondary
to the cathode of the first valve. The two cathode resistors of this valve
are unbypassed, thus introducing a measure of current feedback.
The rectifier is an EZ81. Here, Ishould emphasise that the power
amplifiers are quite separate, thus for acomplete stereo installation
two would be required, as well as the control unit.
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The top frequency was included because it is mentioned in the
specifications. These figures can be considered excellent and indicate a first class output transformer. The frequency response was
within 1dB from 10 cis to 50 Kc/s, rolling off very gradually to 400
Kc/s where there was a slight peak. The main feedback loop of
16-5 dB is quite small, and this could be increased by more than 24 dB
before instability became evident. The subsidiary loops play their
part in reducing distortion, but as the diagram shows the total distortion is slightly higher than some other amplifiers, but the overload
curve and stability are correspondingly better.
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The absence of ahigh- frequency step means that what feedback
there is will be operative to a frequency determined by stray capacitances and the Miller effect. Thus it will be seen that the distortion
is lower at 4 Kc/s than IKc/s, as the effect of the phase advance capacitor in the feedback loop is greater than the high frequency losses.
Operating the tone control cancelling switch gave the following
results:
Output

Total distortion

9 watt
4
1

1-0%
0.45%

Tone controls " out "
1.4%
0.7%
0.24%

Thus it will be appreciated that only at low- volume levels is the
reduction really significant. ( It should be mentioned that these figures
were obtained with maximum input and the main volume control
progressively turned down—nor the generator control.) This
method is always used and approximates closely to the results
obtainable under working conditions.
The frequency response of both units combined was within I5dB
to 10 Kc/s, — 5dB at 20 Kc/s and — 10 dB at 30 Kc/s. Operation of
the tone cancellation switch reduced the gain by nearly 3dB, which
was very disconcerting; I cannot help thinking that this facility
would be more useful if no change in gain were involved. The bass
control gave alift of 7dB and cut of 12 dB at 40 c/s, and the treble a
lift of 12 dB and cut of 11 dB at 10 Kc/s. The characteristics of the
tape and gram equalisation are shown in the diagram. It will be
noticed that the gram compensation closely follows the RIAA curve,
though the tape characteristic does not conform to the CCIR
standard but introduces some treble lift. This of course can be modi-
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fled by the treble control, but it may be possible to obtain adifferent
equaliser network if so desired (one advantage of this system!). Cross
talk was exceptionally small at 55 dB for 1000 c/s and 32 dB at 10
Kc/s. Hum and noise measured 72 dB Aux, 70 dB Radio, 55 dB
Gram and 50 dB Tape. The other channel showed an improvement
of nearly 6dB, probably due to valve variations.
No low-pass filter is provided—aserious omission in an amplifier
in this price class. Iam aware of the arguments against this facility,
but they are completely unjustified while tapes, records and pickups
are less than perfect. Not many days ago Igave ademonstration
to aGramophone Society and used afilter with more than two-thirds
of the records—sometimes quite drastically. The reason? Simply
that the records were chosen for musical values and nothing else!
Naturally, afew records were played to demonstrate the full capabilities of the equipment and to delight the hi-fi enthusiasts, but Ifeel
that it is also important to show how asystem will deal with ordinary
records which are not well recorded and which— let's face it—are still
in the majority. , Here, then, is where the Kerr McCosh amplifier
falls down; the omission of arumble filter may be an embarrassment,
the separate tone controls for each channel may be a nuisance, but
the most serious criticism is the lack of a low-pass filter.
In many respects, this equipment is first class, the low noise level
and high gain being considerably better than average. Most of all
Iwas impressed by the mechanical design, with its sound construction
and very high standard of workmanship, not only of the parts that
show but of the sections normally hidden away. The general
accessibility and thought for the Service Engineer is also worthy of
commendation. Finally, aword of praise for the Belling- Lee speaker
terminals: they may be large and old fashioned but they are much
superior to the fiddling Continental connectors fitted on some
amplifiers these days.
G. W. Tillet

Designed to true Professional
Standards
-gre›

RE VOX
B.36

Better recordings, wider
easier editing. These are but some of the many advantages offered
toRevox users.
We shall be happy to send you fullest details on request.
scope,

• 40-15000c/s, -I- I to — 2
dB (0 dB at 1,000 c/s).
• Instant and continuous
monitoring.
• 3¡ watt amplifier ( usable
separately).
• Twin track.
Takes 10"
spools.
• Counter; magic eye.

ROMAGNA REPRODUCERS
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• 3 inputs with 2 channel
mixing.
• 3 motors, push-button
control.
• D.C. filaments prevent
hum.
• Separate record and replay heads and amplifiers.
• Trade enquiries invited.
2, SARNESFIELD ROAD,
ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX.
Phone—ENField 8717

CLASSIC SUPPLIERS
CLASSIC DEALERS
Classique Sounds
61 Aylestone Drive
Aylestone, Leicester LE2 8QE
0116 283 5821 (phone and fax)
Deals in vintage and second
hand equipment. Large selection
always available, vintage rebuilds
and servicing aspeciality.
Gramex Audio
25 Lower Marsh
London SE 17AB
0171 401 3830, 928 3999 (fax)
Wide range of valve amplifiers
and turntables including Garrard
3011401, Thorens TD 124 and
SME, Goldring etc. Kits built to
order.
Lockwood Audio
Imperial Studios
Maxwell Road
Borehamwood
Herts WD6 IWE
0181 207 4472, 5283(fax)
Dealers in vintage gear and
second-hand records. Extensive
repair and rebuild service.
Midland Audio Exchange
181 Franche Road
Kidderminster
Worcs DY11 5AD
01562 822236
Wide range of second-hand
equipment. Full servicing and
rebuild facilities. Selection of
hard-to-find items
EQUIPMENT SERVICING
AND REBUILD,
COMPONENT and KIT
SUPPLIERS
AP Electronics
Derwent Business Centre
Clarks Street
Derby DEI 2BU
01332 674929
Supplier of parts and accessories
to upgrade and rebuild most
'serious hi-fi amplifiers'. Offers a
rebuild service if you're desperate.
Audio Classics
PO Box 67
Wigan, Lancs WN2 3AG
01942 257525, 525861(fax),
e-mail
h.boardmangbbcnc.org.uk
Huge range of vintage gear
available; rebuilds and servicing,
tuner alignment, upgrades and
rebuilds.
Audio Engineering
57 Lyndhurst Drive
Leyton, London EIO 6JB
0181 558 4266
Opportunities for DlYers to fulfill
their dreams; project ideas, full
instructions and all components
available. Large SAE for lists.

Audio Lab (Leeds)
3Kildare Terrace Ind Est
Leeds IS12 IDB
0113 244 0378
The service specialists; restoration,
repair, recalibration and kitbuilding services on offer.
Audio Links
7 Fairmont Crescent
Scunthorpe
N. Lincs DN16 1EL
01724 870432
Suppliers of highest quality
components.
Audio Note (UK) Ltd
Unit C, Peacock Ind. Est.
125-127 Davigdor Road
Hove, E.Sussex BN3 ISG
01273 220511,731298 (fax)
Supplier of bespoke (and also
very expensive) components for
valve amplification. Valve data
sheets/vintage circuits available.

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd
Penylan Mill
Oswestry,
Salop SY10 9AF
01691 652894
Fully engineered audiophile kits,
easy construction, thirty years
experience. Many designs from
John Lindsey Hood; send SAE
for lists.
Infotech
67 Church Street
Larkhall ML9 1HE
01698 883334
Extensive range of manuals and
circuits for that next project; 100s
of titles on repairs and faultfinding. Phone for quote or
catalogue.
Maplin Electronics
PO Box 3
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
01702 554161
Wide range of kits and
accessories; huge catalogue
available. Full range of test and
computer equipment for ardent
DlYers.

Audio Technology Ltd
PO Box 147
Bedford MK41 8PR
Range of modular and easy-tobuild kits including renowned
Sorcerer DAC. Send A4 SAE for
list. Can build kits to order.

Musical Oasis
Unit 15
Ferrybridge Workspace
Ponterfact Road
Ferrybridge
W. Yorks WF11 8PL
01977 671823
Wide range of accessories and
parts for the home constructor,
including valve matching service.

Avondale Audio
The Hollies
Avondale Road
Chesterfield S40 4TF
01246 200096, 207240(fax)
Audio engineers; upgrades,
improvements and servicing to
both static and moving parts of
the hi-fi chain (amps as well as
turntables). Also bespoke range of
own equipment. Extensive range
of parts available.

NVA
6Watermill Ind Est
Aspenden Road
Buntingford
Hertfordshire SG9 9JS
01763 272707, 2715949(fax)
Full range of kits; easy to build,
but support service if you have
difficulties.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway
London NW2 3ET
0181 450 0995, 208 144I(fax)
'Astronomical range" of
components, tools and test equip.
Catalogue D.00 inc p&p.

Russ Andrews
Accessories Ltd
Edge BAnk House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal,
Cumbria,
LA8 9AS
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317
Orderline: (0800) 373467
(UK)
World leading supplier of the
highest quality premium grade
components. Loudspeaker Upgrade
Handbook available. Sole UK
distributor of Kimber Kable.
NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure
available containing new ranges
of accessories. To receive your copy
just mail, phone or fax the address
above.

Douglas
Woodford Green, Essex
0181 504 5467
Restores and rebuilds all vintage
amplifiers, over 40 years'
experience in Radfords, Leak,
Quad, Rogers, Armstrong etc.
Circuit data and second hand
equipment available.
GT Audio
5Upper Road
Higher Denham
Bucks UB9 5EJ
01895 833099
Fully guaranteed servicing and
repairs or upgrading to all audio
equipment; valve gear a
speciality. Some second-hand
equipment available.
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Riverside Audio
18 Riverside
Cambridge CB5 8HL
01223 512253
Wide range of tube kits from dual
mono integrated to full phono
pre-amplifier.
Rush Audio
126 Station Road
Tempsford
Sandy, Beds SG19 2AY
01767 640779, 640617(fax)
High quality British-made
polypropylene caps.
SJS Electroacoustics
Ben-Dor
Lumb Carr Road
Holcombe
Bury, Lancs BL8 4NN
01706 823025
Output transformers for 211,
WE300B and Sv811A; also
speaker crossover capacitors and
Hovland Musicaps.
Sowter Transformers
PO Box 36
Ipswich IP1 2EL
01473 252794, 236188(fax)
Complete design and manufacture
operation for all audio
transformers and chokes; any
design and specification; CAD
facilities.
The Audio Éclat
31 Knapton Avenue
Billingham
Cleveland TS22 5DJ
01642 559543, 535655(fax)
Rebuilds and enhancement of
most ampMers from 1940s
designs to the latest Naim gear.
State of the art power supplies
available; wide range of
components for rebuilds available.
Bespoke valve designs built from
scratch to order, also range of
silver interconnects.
The Emporium
28 St Nicholas Street
Diss, Norfolk
01379 650744, 64I392(fax)
Large range of second hand and
vintage equipment; operates
wanted and for sale lists; deals in
second-hand records too.
V Chassis Company
PO Box 36
Letchworth
Hertfordshire SG6 2UR
Tel/fax 01462 671594
Supplier of aluminium welded
chassis for all DIY kits and
projects. Modular chassis
available, and PTFE circuit
boards. Large SAE for details
OW.
Vintage Radio Restoration
30 Melbourne Avenue

Worthing
W. Sussex BN12 4RT
01903 501158
Full range of all accessories and
spares for restoration projects.
Output transformers and chokes
available, 30watt kit only ‘299
TURNTABLE SERVICE
AND REBUILD
Martin Bastin
225 Tettenhall Road
Wolverhampton
Loricraft Audio
4 Big Lane
Goose Green
Lambourne, Berks RG16 7XQ
01488 72267
Rebuild service turntables,
specialises in Garrards, Thorens
and similar. Plinths made to
order, arms sourced and restored.
Power supply available (two
models) suitable for Garrard
3011401 and Thorens TD124.
Manticore Audio Visual
The Courtyard
56c Shortmead Street
Biggleswade, Beds SG18 OAP
01767 318437
Tonearm rewiring and reengineering; Rega arms a
speciality. Also range of other
turntable spares.
Origin Live
87 Chessel Crescent
Bitterne
Southampton SO2 4BT
01703 442182
Range of kits available; turntable
kit is exceptionally easy to build
and professional in both sound
quality and appearance.
Slate Audio
47 Gemini Close
Leighton Buzzard
Bedfordshire LU7 8UD
01525 384174
Manufactures plinths and some
equipment stands out of granite
composite material. Also offers
glass platter mats.
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
Audio Technica
Technica House
Royal London Trading Estate
Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG
0113 277 1441, 270 4836(fax)
Supplier of range of AT
cartridges and accessories.
Expert Stylus and
Cartridge Co
PO Box 3
Ashstead, Surrey KT21 2QD
01372 276604, 276147(fax)
Bespoke supplier of quality
diamonds for all record types
(including 78s). Re-tipping
service available.

Ortofon
Chiltern Hill
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks
01753 889949
Supplier and manufacturer of
extensive range of cartridges.
Includes moving magnet and
moving coil designs. Prices range
from ‘25 to D.500+. Also has
range of cables, and carries
Project turntable range.

Groove Tubes
8 Barn Green
Bradmore, Wolverhampton
01902 794192, 620207 (fax)
Supplier of renowned Groove
Tubes range of valves and
amplifiers. New and second-hand
amps for sale; range of accessories
and parts; service and repair
work on any valve amps.
Hot Rox UK
10 Avondale Road
Carlton
Nottingham NG4 1AF
0115 987 3163 (phone & fax)
Supplier of Sovtek and other
valves. Large selection, 24hr
delivery.

Technical and General
PO Box 53
Crowborough, Sussex
01892 654534
Range of 'correct radius'
diamonds for early recordings
(78s) and LPs. Also range of
turntable spares for Connoisseur,
Garrard, Thorens etc.

Langrex Supplies Ltd
1Mayo Road
Croydon CRO 2QP
0181 684 1166, 3056(fax)
Distributor of original valves and
semiconductors from UK and
USA manufacturers. Obsolete or
hard-to-find types aspeciality.

The Cartridge Man
88 Southbridge Road
Croydon CRO 1AF
0181 688 6565
Supplier of high quality handmodified cartridges; bespoke
cartridge re-tipping service.

PM Components
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend, Kent DA11 3HD
01474 560521
Designs and manufactures valves,
including the acclaimed Golden
Dragon range. Extensive series of
components for high-quality
audio, and major stockist of
NOS tubes. Huge archive of
vintage tubes from all over the
world. 70-page catalogue
available at £2.50 (inc. p&p).

v.‘i.VE SUPPLIERS
Art Audio
130 Main Street
Calverton
Nottingham NG1 6LU
0115 965 3604
Supplier of Vaic valves and
amplifiers. Also manufacturer of
amplifiers, and cable supplier.
•
Audio Note (UK) Ltd
Unit C, Peacock Ind. Est.
125-127 Davigdor Road
Hove, E.Sussex BN3 1SG
01273 220511, 731298 (fax)
Supplier of wide range of tubes
for valve amplification. Valve
data sheets and vintage circuits
available.

PV Tubes
104 Abbey Street
Accrington, Lancs BB5 1EE
01245 236521, 232611
Wide range of tubes,
semiconductors and other audio
accessories. Catalogue on recei[t
of large SAE (57p).

Billington Export Ltd
1E Gillmans Trading Estate
Billingshurst
Horsham, W. Sussex RI-114 9EZ
01403 784961, 783519(fax)
Large stock of valves including
many obsolete brands. Own range
of Billington Gold available. 50page catalogue available, min.
order L30 (UK), ‘100 (export).

Sussex Surplus
13 Station Road
Horsham, Sussex RI-113 5EZ
01403 251302, 270339 (fax)
Supplier of wide range of original
Mullard and other valves as well
as transformers, chokes and test
equipment.

Chehner Valve Company
130 New London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG
01245 265865, 490064 (fax)
Supplier of CVC Premium
valves; also stocks of Mu/lard,
Brimar etc.

Vintage Audio
Brynhelygen
Eglwyswrw
Crymych, Dyfed SA41 3SS
01239 891448
Large stocks of original valves;
can be matched on pairs or quads
depending on availablil. Also
range of valve and data books.

Edicron Electronic
Components
Park Road, Faringdon,
Oxon SN7 7BP
01367 243030, 243131(fax)
Suppliers of tubes to the industry
since 1958.

Wilson Valves
28 Banks Avenue
Golcar, Huddersfield
W. Yorks HD7 4LZ
01484 654650, 655699 (fax)
31

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE
UNITS AND KITS
Audiocab
9 Skew Bridge Close
Wootton Bassett
Wiltshire SN4 7DW
01793 848437
Speciality kit speaker cabinets,
wide range of finishes available,
or other supplied in standard bare
MDF. No woodworking skills
needed; ready-built cabinets can
be ordered.
DBS Audio
PO Box 91
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP30 ONF
01284 828926
Sole supplier of speakers from
Dave Berriman; kits to various
specifications; pre-assembled
crossovers available.
Falcon DIY Speakers
Falcon Electronics
Tabor House
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
01508 578272
Own-make range of speakers and
kits, also information on wide
range of other kits and
electronics. Send SAE for list.
Hi-Fi and Components
84 Battersea Rise
London SW11
0171 223 1110
Sources hard-to-find chassis
speakers and spares; also secondhand hi-fi equipment for sale.
Repairs undertaken.
IPL Acoustics
2 Laverton Road
Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3RS
01373 823333
Eight designs available, including
four transmission line models.
Drive units from SEAS, Morel,
AUdax and Visaton; others to
special order. Full range of
speaker accessories available too.
The Speaker Co
Unit 9
Waterside Mill
Waterside, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SK11 7HG
01625 500507
Comprehensive range of kits
using all types of speaker
technology. Extensive drive-unit
choice, exclusive TSC kit range.
MLSSA testing facilities
available.
Wilmslow Audio
Welington Close
Parkgate Ind. Est.
Knutsford
Cheshire WA16 8DX
01565 650605, 650080 (fax)
Wide range of kits including
KEF constructor series; range of
DIY kits too. Has dem facilities.
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*****
Big P'5
"Boasting dcut and finesse
in equal measures, the
P5s are speakers with
championship credeivials
indeed — they plumb clep'b
few true hi-fi speakers dare
to reach — the P55 a, elittle
short of perfect'
What HiFi? - July "q6

with championship creih als'

B&W's potenfed mefbod of
using Kevlar's unique woven ,
fibres for loudspeaker
tones has been ameior
factor in reducing umvarite
standing wares.
For more information contact
WLoudsp9akers ( JK) Ltc
on + 44 (0)1903750750
http.//www bwspeakers.crun
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